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Chapter 1



Avidin and Plant Biotechnology to Control Pests Harry Martin, Elisabeth P.J. Burgess, Michal Masarik, Karl J. Kramer, Miroslava Beklova, Vojtech Adam, and Rene Kizek



Abstract  The urgency of the global food crisis, coupled with the environmental impact of global warming and fuel shortages, indicate that transgenic methods may be required to enhance food production and quality. Widely used chemical insecticides, such as phosphine and methyl bromide, are losing their utility either due to insect resistance or to the environmental damage they cause. It is most unlikely that traditional plant-breeding methods for generating insect resistance will deliver the crop improvements required in the available time frame. In this review, we discuss the application of transgenic avidin, a protein naturally occurring in egg-white, for the protection of rice, maize, potato and apple leaf from insect pests. Avidin binds the vitamin biotin with extraordinary affinity (10−15 M). Biotin is a water-soluble
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vitamin required for normal cellular metabolism and growth. The presence of avidin in the diet of insect pests is lethal since biotin is unavailable to them. The use of streptavidin, a bacterial homologue of avidin, is also described. We discuss the sub-cellular targeting of avidin expression in plants to avoid toxicity to the plant host and we describe the qualities of avidin which make it suitable for crop protection during cultivation and storage. Avidin is stable under normal conditions of crop storage but biodegradable and destroyed by cooking. These combined qualities make it an excellent choice for the protection of crops from insects. Finally, we discuss the modification of the avidin gene to allow expression in plants, the methods for transfection of the gene into plants, and the approaches used to quantify gene expression and avidin function in plant tissues. These methods include: polymerase chain reaction; enzyme-linked immmunosorbent assay; polyacrylamide gel-electrophoresis; fluorescence polarisation (FP); capillary electrophoresis; tissue-printing; square-wave voltammetry (SWV) and the measurement of larvae morbidity and mortality. Keywords  Transgenic plants • avidin–biotin technology • agriculture • electrochemical method Abbreviations AC AdTSV CPE DNA ELISA FP PCR SDS-PAGE SWV 



alternating current adsorptive transfer stripping carbon paste electrode deoxyribonucleic acid enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay fluorescence polarization polymerase chain reaction sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis square-wave voltammetry



1.1 Introduction Insect pests cause severe economic damage to agricultural crops. Due to the prospect of climate change and population increase, this problem has become a vitally important research topic. Stored products of agricultural and animal origin are attacked by more than 600 species of beetle pests, 70 species of moths and about 355 species of mites causing quantitative and qualitative losses (Rajendran 2002). The economic hardship caused by insect pests is exacerbated by the fact that the chemical insecticides used to suppress them are declining sharply in utility. Phosphine and methyl bromide are two common fumigants used for stored-product protection. Insect resistance to phosphine is now a global issue (Collins et  al. 2003; Nayak and
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Collins 2008) and methyl bromide, a broad-spectrum fumigant, has been declared an ozone-depleting substance by the US Environmental Protection Agency and, therefore, is being phased out completely. Due to the urgency of the crisis in food production and demand, it is most unlikely that traditional plant-breeding methods will deliver the crop improvements required, in the available time frame. Thus, it is evident that transgenic methods may be required to enhance food production and quality. Various transgenic modifications of crops have already been developed to improve the nutritional yield of crops; for example, potatoes have been transgenically modified to increase protein content (Chakraborty et al. 2000), while transgenic rice has been developed with enhanced vitamin A (Ye et  al. 2000) and iron content (Lucca et  al. 2001; Murray-Kolb et  al. 2002). Wheat has been modified transgenically to allow crop production in regions of high salinity and in drought conditions (Abebe et al. 2003). Transgenic modification of papaya (Ferreira et al. 2002) and potatoes (Gao et al. 2000) has been developed, which resists viral and fungal infections, respectively. Several transgenic crops have been developed specifically to deal with insect pests. The most well-known and widely applied transgenic insecticide is the Bt-cry toxin which is derived from the soil bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (Torres et al. 2009). This toxin has been used transgenically in cotton and maize (Barry et  al. 2000) to great effect. In addition, rice has been modified transgenically to express an insecticidal lectin from the snowdrop plant (Galanthus nivali) (Nagadhara et al. 2004). Here, we review the transgenic use of the biotin-binding protein avidin to control insect pests in a variety of important crops, including maize, rice, potatoes and apples. Avidin is a natural protein present in the egg-whites of birds and its role is to sequester free biotin. Biotin is an essential dietary component for insects, without which they are unable to grow. Avidin differs from other transgenic insecticidal toxins because it is not directly damaging to tissues, rather it merely withholds an essential nutrient from the insects. Biotin, as a normal dietary constituent, is, therefore, a natural antidote to avidin that, in its denatured (cooked) form, is already a normal component of many people’s diets. We discuss the techniques for introducing the avidin gene into plants in ways which avoid toxicity to the host species and we summarise the evidence that avidin can be expressed harmlessly in crops while being lethal only to the insects which feed on these plants. Finally, we review the varied methods for detecting and quantifying avidin expression in crops.



1.2 Avidin as a Tool to Protect Plants Against Pests 1.2.1 The Physiological Functions and Structures of Biotin and Avidin Biotin, vitamin H, or B8 (cis-hexahydro-2-oxo-1-H-thieno-[3,4]-imidazoline-4-valeric acid) is a water-soluble vitamin that is required for normal cellular metabolism and growth (Alban et  al. 2000; Shellhammer and Meinke 1990) and functions as a
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carboxyl carrier in carboxylation, decarboxylation and transcarboxylation reactions. Biotin is a dietary requirement of insects since synthesis occurs only in plants, bacteria and certain fungi. While biotin has traditionally been viewed as an essential cofactor of carboxylases, there have also been long-standing suggestions of a role for biotin in the regulation of gene expression (Dakshinamurti 2005; Hassan and Zempleni 2006; Rodriguez-Melendez and Zempleni 2003; Vilches-Flores and Fernandez-Mejia 2005). Recently, a potential role for gene regulation has been shown by specific biotinylation of histones. All five histone classes extracted from blood mononuclear cells contain biotin (Ballard et al. 2002; Kothapalli et al. 2005; Zempleni 2005). The insect central nervous system was shown to be rich in biotin-containing proteins (Ziegler et al. 1995). The fundamental requirement of biotin for many cellular activities of animals, including insects, therefore, suggests that the sequestration of biotin in the diet of pests would profoundly inhibit pest growth and development. Avidin is a glycosylated protein, composed of four sub-units with a molecular weight of about 67 kDa. Each sub-unit contains one high-affinity, biotin-binding site with a dissociation constant Kd = 10−15 M. This interaction exhibits one of the highest known affinities in nature between a protein and its ligand, and it is employed in various fields, including immunohistochemistry, electron microscopy, DNA hybridisation and biosensor technologies. In nature, avidin occurs as a minor component of bird, reptile, and amphibian egg-white where it protects embryos by ensuring that there is no free biotin in the egg-white. The absence of biotin inhibits the growth of many pathogenic microorganisms. Streptavidin has very similar properties to avidin. Their overall amino acid sequences show a low degree of similarity. Resolution of threedimensional (3D) structures of avidin and streptavidin shows them to share a high degree of structural homology. Both are tetramers of identical sub-units, which fold into an eight-stranded anti-parallel beta-barrel. The biotin-binding site within each promoter is located in a deep pocket in the core of the barrel displaying both hydrophobic and polar residues for recognition of the tightly bound vitamin and consists of residues of the barrel itself and of a loop of the adjacent sub-unit. Moreover, the binding pocket is partly closed in its outer rim by tryptophan residue 110 of a neighbouring sub-unit. Once bound, biotin is almost completely buried in the protein core, with the exception of the valeryl side-chain carboxylate group, which is exposed to solven. Hydrogen bonds to residues Alanine 39, Threonine 40, and Serine 75 trigger the formation of a network of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. Two tryptophan residues (Trp 70 and Trp 97) and phenylalanine 79 are in close contact with biotin (Fig. 1.1).



1.2.2 Avidin as a Pesticide in Food Avidin and streptavidin are also resistant to proteolysis. However, both avidin and streptavidin function is greatly reduced by cooking, rendering the avidin harmless to humans following cooking, in the same way that cooked eggs are not harmful to humans. These combined properties render these proteins ideal for inclusion in foodstuffs as a pesticide. The insecticidal properties of avidin have been known since
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Fig.  1.1  Structural model of avidin and avidin linked to streptavidin (www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/.../ rosano/vbp/avidin.html)



1959, when it was demonstrated that avidin is insecticidal when included in the diet of housefly larvae (Levinson and Bergmann 1959) and subsequently, against a wide range of insects (Table 1.1). Due to their insecticidal properties, avidin, and the functionally related streptomyces protein, streptavidin, have been expressed in a variety of agriculturally important plant species, for example, tobacco, apple, maize and rice. Table 1.1 summarises the insecticidal effects of exogenous and transgenically expressed avidin on various insect larvae. A single instance of an insect, which is not susceptible to the presence of avidin in its diet, is the larger grain borer (Kramer et al. 2000), which tolerates high quantities of dietary avidin. Kramer suggests that this might be due to unusually high proteinase activity in the insects’ gut digesting the avidin and precluding biotin sequestration. Alternatively, Kramer suggests that the larger grain borer may have a supply of biotin from gut symbionts. The remarkable safety of transgenic avidin was shown by Kramer (Kramer et al. 2000) who found that mice fed solely on transgenic avidin-maize containing insecticidal quantities of avidin over a 21-day period showed no toxic effects and thrived in the same way as mice fed on control corn-meal. Furthermore, Yoza (Yoza et al. 2005) demonstrated that 97% of avidin functional activity is lost by heat denaturation (i.e. cooking) at 95°C for 5 min. In addition, avidin has the considerable added advantage over conventional insecticides in that, as a component of the stored crop, it is not washed away during processing and continues to act as an insecticide during storage.
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Table 1.1  Insecticidal properties of avidin demonstrated in these insect species Binomial Common name nomenclature Avidin source Reference Housefly larvae Dietary Benschoter 1967, Musca domestica supplement Levinson and Bergmann 1959 Blowfly larvae Aldrichina grahami Dietary supplement Miura et al. 1967 Merchant grain Oryzaephilus Dietary supplement Saxena and Kaul beetle mercator 1974 Red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum Dietary supplement Morgan et al. 1993 Confused flour Tribolium confusum beetle Sawtoothed grain Oryzaephilus beetle surinamensis Rice weevil Sitophilus oryzae Lesser grain borer Rhizopertha dominica European corn borer Ostrinia nubilalis Indian meal moth Plodia interpunctella Kramer et al. 2000 Maize weevil Sitophilus zeamais Transgenic expression in Angoumois grain Sitotroga cerealella maize moth Lesser grain borer Rhyzopertha dominica Oryzaephilus Saw-toothed grain beetle surinamensis Red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum Potato tuber moth Phthorimaea Dietary supplement Markwick et al. operculella 2001 Light-brown apple Epiphyas postvittana moth Green-headed leafPlanotortrix octo roller Brown-headed leafCtenopseustis roller obliquana Burgess et al. 2002 Tobacco budworm Helicoverpa Transgenic armigera expression in tobacco Oriental leafworm Spodoptera litura Black field cricket Teleogryllus Dietary supplement Malone et al. 2002 nymphs commodus Markwick et al. Potato tuber moth Phthorimaea Transgenic 2003 operculella expression in tobacco and Light-brown apple Epiphyas postvittana apple moth Meiyalaghan et al. Potato tuber moth Phthorimaea Transgenic 2005 operculella expression in potato Yoza et al. 2005 Confused flour Tribolium confusum Transgenic beetle expression in rice Angoumois grain Sitotroga cerealella moth (continued)
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Table 1.1  (continued) Common name



Binomial nomenclature



Velvet bean caterpillar Beet armyworm Cotton bollworm Colorado potato beetle



Anticarsia gemmatalis Spodoptera exigua Helicoverpa zea Leptinotarsa decemlineata



Avidin source



Reference



Dietary supplement



Zhu et al. 2005



Dietary supplement



Cooper et al. 2006



Unlike insecticidal chemical sprays, avidin has a minimal effect as an environmental pollutant. The inclusion of avidin in crops raises the possibility of the induction of an allergic response to the protein. However, avidin is known not to be highly allergenic and is absent from the World Health Organization’s official list of food allergens, whereas many highly allergenic proteins from common fruit, nuts, corn, and egg-white are present. The official website for the WHO/IUIS Sub-Committee on Allergen Nomenclature is www.allergen.org. This site lists all allergens and isoforms that are recognised by the committee and is updated on a regular basis.



1.2.3 Transgenic Expression of Avidin in Plants Various strategies have been employed for the transgenic expression of avidin in plants. Hood and co-workers expressed chicken egg-white avidin in maize, achieving an expression level of greater than 2% of aqueous soluble protein extracted from dry seed (Hood et al. 1997), the mature protein localising to the extracellular spaces. The approach taken by Hood et al. was to reverse-translate the chicken egg-white avidin amino acid sequence into DNA using the preferred maize codon usage (Fig. 1.2a). This sequence was inserted into a plasmid, which contained the maize ubiquitin promoter. The avidin-containing plasmid was introduced into an embryonic maize cell line from which plants were cultivated. The aim of Hoods approach was to maximise avidin expression for the commercial production of avidin rather than to use the avidin to protect the maize. Although Hood used the ubiquitin promoter because it is generally thought to be constitutive, the avidin expression was particularly strong in seed and Hood concluded that the ubiquitin promoter has strong seed preference. Hood also noticed that the avidin expressed in this way had profound physiological effects on the plant – the male transformants were sterile. Kramer and co-workers (Kramer et al. 2000) used the same genetic constructs for their study of the insecticidal properties of transgenic avidin-maize. Yoza et  al. (2005) adopted a similar approach to Hood for the expression of avidin in rice except that the glutelin promoter GluB-1r, a seed-specific promoter, was used instead of the ubiquitin promoter on the grounds that a seed-specific promoter will lead to expression of avidin in all seeds whereas male sterility could lead to half of the kernels of avidin-maize containing no avidin. Yoza argues that a
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Methods for transformation & detection of the avidin gene a Chicken avidin gene is synthesised with codon usage of host plant GCC AGA AAG TGC TCG CTG ACT GGG AAA .... chicken avidin cDNA Ala Arg Lys Cys Ser Leu Thr Gly Lys .... amino acid sequence cDNA codon usage converted from chicken to host plant e.g. zea mays (amino acid sequence remains unchanged) GCTAGG AAG TGCAGC CTC ACC GGTAAG.... "maize" avidin cDNA Ala Arg Lys Cys Ser Leu Thr Gly Lys .... amino acid sequence



b Avidin cDNA is inserted into vacuolar targetting plasmid. Transgenic plant is produced by agrobacterium mediated transformation. Avidin gene is detected in transformed plants by Southern Blotting.



agrobacterium mediated transformation of plant with vacuolar targeted avidin



plant DNA analysed by PCR and Southern blotting confirms presence of avidin gene



Fig. 1.2  Methods for transformation and detection of the avidin gene. (a) Transforming the DNA sequence of chicken avidin into a sequence which will be efficiently expressed in the maize plant. (b) The avidin gene is inserted into plants so that the protein avidin is only expressed in plant vacuoles where it does not interfere with the plants’ own biotin resources



seed-specific promoter would be more appropriate for the protection of a stored product from pests. In addition, since the Glub-1 promoter is endosperm-specific and is not expressed in pollen, transgenic avidin-rice is fertile. Since rice is self-compatible, male sterility would be a fatal problem.



1.2.4 Targeted Vacuolar Expression of Avidin Reduces Toxicity to Plants A major function of avidin expression in rice and maize is to protect the seed from pests during storage. In the case of crops such as potato and apples, the pest problem comes during cultivation in the form of damage to foliage, tubers and fruit by the larvae of, for example, the potato tuber moth, the light-brown apple moth or leaf-roller moth. In these cases, targeting avidin expression to seeds would be unproductive and disseminated avidin expression would be more appropriate. Avidin and
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the functionally similar protein streptavidin have been transgenically expressed in tobacco and apple (Markwick et al. 2003; Murray et al. 2002). In these studies, the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus promoter was employed which lead to a non-tissue-specific expression of avidin. Male infertility did not occur. However, to prevent toxicity due to sequestration of essential plant biotin, the avidin was targeted to intracellular vacuoles by the use of N-terminal vacuole targeting sequences from potato proteinase inhibitors (Fig. 1.2b). If targeting sequences were not used then avidin expression was lethal (Hood et al. 1997; Murray et al. 2002) since biotin is synthesised in the plant cytoplasm and used in the mitochondrial and chloroplastic compartments (Baldet et al. 1992, 1993). The leaf concentrations of avidin achieved by Murray and Marckwick were approximately 10 mM. This is approximately a 7.5-fold molar excess of avidin over the normal biotin levels in the plant leaf (Murray et al. 2002) and is sufficient to ensure that insect pests feeding on the leaves are killed or never reach reproductive maturity (Fig. 1.3). From a human toxicity aspect, the insecticidal level of avidin in transgenic apple and tobacco leaves is somewhat lower than that of chicken egg-white.



Insecticidal mechanism of avidin normal plant transgenic-avidin plant In the presence of transgenic avidin, the biotin is sequestered by the avidin. Biotin in not available to the caterpillar’s carboxylases and the caterpillars cannot grow.



carboxylase



avidin + biotin (blue)



In the normal leaf, insect carboxylase function is normal and caterpillar pests thrive. The leaves are destroyed.



carboxylase + biotin (blue)



Fig.  1.3  Insecticidal mechanism of avidin. Normal and transgenic-avidin plants develop normally. Transgenic avidin is restricted to vacuoles within the leaf cells and, therefore, cannot interfere with normal leaf biotin function. Avidin is released from the vacuoles and binds the leaf avidin when the caterpillar chews the leaf tissue
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1.2.5 Transgenic Avidin in Combination with Other Pesticidal Transgenes Avidin has been shown to have synergistic effects when used in conjunction with other insect toxins. The Bacillus thuringiensis, toxin Bt-Cry3A is active against the Colorado beetle larva (Leptinotarsa decemlineata) and has been transgenically expressed in potato, Solanum tuberosum (Coombs et al. 2002). In addition, many wild Solanum species possess an innate resistance to the Colorado beetle due to the presence of naturally insecticidal leptine glycoalkaloids, expressed only in foliage (Sinden et al. 1986). When potato leaves transgenically expressing Bt-Cry3A are dipped in avidin there is a combined effect of the two insecticides. There is a similar additive effect of combining the natural resistance of the leptine glycoalkaloids with avidin (Cooper et al. 2006). Thus, transgenic expression of avidin is known to be an effective insecticide in isolation and in combination with natural plant insecticides and with other transgenic insecticides. It is conceivable that transgenic avidin might have adverse effects on the natural predators of insect pests. A study by Burgess (Burgess et al. 2008) in which Spodoptera litura (Oriental leafworm) that have been fed avidin, are themselves used as food for Ctenognathus novaezelandiae (Carabid beetles) revealed no evidence of tritrophic toxicity occurring in the predator. The lack of morbidity in the Carabid beetles related with de-activation and dilution of avidin in the prey of this leafworm. The evidence to date does not support concerns about accumulation of poisonous levels of avidin in the insect food chain.



1.3 Commonly Used Methods to Determine Avidin in Transgenic Plants 1.3.1 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and Southern Blotting The successful genomic insertion of the avidin gene in transgenic plants has been confirmed by using the PCR technique (Saiki et al. 1988) and Southern blotting (Southern 1975) in maize (Hood et al. 1999), tobacco (Murray et al. 2002), (Burgess et al. 2002) and rice (Yoza et al. 2005). Southern blotting of restriction enzyme digested plant genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) revealed three to five copies of avidin gene in several transgenic plants (Hood et al. 1997). However, insertion of the avidin gene into the host plant genomic DNA does not necessarily imply that the avidin protein will be expressed. An essential step for efficient expression of transgenic proteins is that the different codon usage of each host is taken into account. For example, to express chicken avidin protein in maize, Hood (Hood et al. 1997) synthesised an avidin coding DNA sequence that corresponded to efficient codon usage by maize, not chicken (Fig. 1.2b). Various methods are available to confirm expression of avidin protein.
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1.3.2 ELISA (Enzyme-Linked ImmunoSorbent Assay) ELISA is the most common and simplest method employed for detecting avidin in transgenic plants. Leaf homogenates containing transgenic avidin are applied to microtitre plates and the avidin in the sample adheres to the microplate surface. After extensive washing, an antibody directed against avidin is added to the plate and following a further washing step, a secondary antibody coupled to an enzyme, such as alkaline-phosphatase or horseradish peroxidase, is added to the plate. The amount of enzyme activity remaining on the washed microplate correlates with the amount of avidin in the original sample. The enzyme activity is usually measured by cleavage of a substrate whose product is coloured or fluorescent. This method, known as indirect ELISA because the enzyme is coupled to the second antibody not the first, has been used extensively to detect transgenic avidin in leaf tissue (Burgess et al. 2002; Christeller et al. 2005; Markwick et al. 2003; Murray et al. 2002; Yoza et al. 2005). A more sensitive variant on this technique, called ‘sandwich’ or ‘capture’ ELISA, was used by Hood (Hood et al. 1997) and Kramer (Kramer et al. 2000) for the measurement of transgenic avidin in maize. In this method, an antibody to avidin is pre-coated onto the ELISA microplate to optimise adsorbing of the transgenic avidin and minimise competition on the microplate for other leaf proteins. That is, the first antibody in the sandwich ELISA concentrates avidin on the microplate surface. Subsequent steps are the same as in the indirect ELISA method. These antibody-dependent ELISA methods measure avidin protein as an antigen present in a transgenic sample. However, for various reasons, the presence of transgenic avidin protein may not equate to functionally active (i.e. biotin-binding) avidin. Christeller (Christeller and Phung 1998) showed that the level of biotin in apple leaf varies seasonally from 200 to 800 ng biotin per gram of leaf. This equates approximately to a range of 0.8–3.3 mM biotin. Avidin has four biotin-binding sites per molecule and, therefore, a transgenic avidin leaf homogenate containing avidin with less than this level of biotin-binding sites will be saturated with endogenous biotin. ELISA has been used to differentiate the total transgenic leaf avidin from the unbound (functionally active) transgenic leaf avidin (Christeller et al. 2005). In these assays enzyme-labelled antibody to avidin measured total avidin protein while biotin-labelled enzyme detected biotin-binding sites unoccupied by endogenous leaf biotin.



1.3.3 SDS-PAGE (Sodium Dodecylsulphate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis) and Western Blotting SDS-PAGE is a widely used technique that separates proteins according to their size. Under the influence of an electric field, proteins are eletrophoresed through a polyacrylamide gel matrix. Their mobility inversely correlates with their size (Patterson 1994). The binding of the negatively charged detergent SDS to proteins
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denatures their unique 3D shape so that they acquire a ellipsoid 3D shape. Also, the SDS confers a strong negative charge on proteins which overrides the normal substantial variation in net charge conferred by amino acid content. Thus, high resolution is achieved because the molecular size of the proteins becomes the only important factor influencing their migration through the gel matrix under the influence of an electric field. For SDS-PAGE, purified protein samples must be applied to the gel since the proteins are usually visualised by non-specific protein stains. The Western-Blotting technique takes SDS-PAGE a step further, since it allows complex mixtures of samples, separated on SDS-PAGE gels, to be analysed by antigen city or even functionality, if non-denaturing conditions are used. Following size-separation on SDS-PAGE, the proteins in the gel are electrophoretically transferred onto a sheet of nitrocellulose or polyvinylidene fluoride, which binds them in position (Fig.  1.4). The membrane can then be probed with antibodies specific for certain proteins, for example, anti-avidin antibodies. In this way, whole leaf homogenates can be analysed to reveal the quantity and molecular size of the transgenic avidin protein they contain. Using non-denaturing conditions allows functional avidin to be visualised and quantified. The avidin is usually visualised using similar reagents to the ELISA procedure except that a chemiluminescent substrate is applied to the membrane whose cleavage results in light emission and the image is captured by camera or on photographic film. Alternatively, the antigenic protein bands on the membrane can be stained using a substrate whose enzymatic product is coloured and insoluble. Avidin and streptavidin both form a tetramer structure. Each monomer of avidin is 16 kDa in weight. In the case of denaturing SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, when



Methods for detection of avidin protein avidin protein is detected in plant by various methods:



Western blotting confirms avidin protein is present in leaf extract. Plant and chicken avidin glycosylation differ.



Transmission electron microscopy confirms presence of avidin protein in leaf vacuoles



tissue printing on nitrocellulose reveals distribution of avidin throughout leaf



Light microscopy using fluorescently labelled antibodies confirms presence of avidin protein in leaf vacuoles from chicken avidin



Fig. 1.4  Methods for detecting and analysing avidin protein
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samples of avidin were boiled, protein migrated mainly as the monomer (Bayer et al. 1996; Humbert et al. 2005). In comparative stability properties study of avidin and streptavidin, it was determined that, in the absence of biotin, the quaternary structure of streptavidin is more stable than that of avidin (Hytonen et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2003). Biotin stabilises the tetrameric structure of both avidin and streptavidin (Bayer et al. 1996). The post-translational modification of proteins, including glycosylation, is speciesand tissue-dependent. This would imply that chicken avidin expressed in different plant species would have different glycosylation patterns. The variation in glycosylation could potentially affect the avidin’s affinity for biotin, and the intracellular location and stability of transgenic avidin. Several studies of transgenic chicken avidin have confirmed that it is glycosylated differently in plants than its natural host species. Using the Western-Blot method Hood (Hood et al. 1997) showed that transgenic chicken avidin synthesised in maize had a molecular weight of 16.6 kDa, 800 Da less than the same gene expressed in its natural host. Treatment of both avidins with N-glycosidase reduced the molecular weights of both proteins to 12.5 kDa confirming that the primary structure of the avidin was identical but that the protein was glycosylated differently when expressed in maize. These results are not surprising since it is well known that glycosylation varies even between closely related species and the glycosylation systems of plants and animals are very different. Even within an individual organism, protein glycosylation is tissue-specific and within a single cell, the glycosylation of an protein is heterogeneous (reviewed by Spiro (2002) and Lis (Lis and Sharon 1993)). Similarly, Murray et al. (2002) showed that while egg-white avidin was fully deglycosylated by treatment with the N-glycosidase F, tobacco-leaf avidin was only partially deglycosylated. A similar application of Western-Blotting by Gatehouse (Gatehouse et al. 2008) showed that chicken avidin and transgenic maize-avidin had clearly different sensitivities to treatment with endoglycosidases F and H. These changes in avidin glycosylation did not cause any noticeable alteration in the affinity of the transgenic protein for biotin.



1.3.4 Semiautomatic Capillary Electrophoresis Experion is an automated microfluidic electrophoresis system that uses a combination of Caliper Life Sciences innovative LabChip microfluidic separation technology and sensitive fluorescent sample detection. It performs rapid and reproducible analyses of protein, DNA and RNA samples, which allows the analysis of samples within 30 min (Bradova and Matejova 2008). The separation, detection and data analysis are performed within a single platform, so the time-consuming steps in classic electrophoretic methods are minimised. Many types of samples, such as bacterial lysates, protein extracts and chromatography fractions, can be analysed. In addition to the significant shortening of time required, the chip-based method allows both reproducible and accurate sizing and quantification of the proteins. Avidin has been successfully analysed by this technique (Krizkova et al. 2008). The chip electrophoresis
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system provides very good reproducibility, simple handling, fast analysis and results comparable with SDS-PAGE (Bradova and Matejova 2008).



1.3.5 Fluorescence Polarisation (FP) This method exploits the fact that many small fluorescent molecules absorb and emit polarised light in the same plane. For fluors such as fluorescein, Alexa or BODIPY dyes, there is a delay of 4–6 ns between fluorescence excitation and emission. This is a sufficiently long delay for a small molecule the size of biotin to tumble randomly in Brownian motion. However, if the fluorescent molecule is immobilised by binding to a much larger protein molecule then very little movement will occur between excitation and emission. Thus, if biotin is covalently attached to a fluorescent compound such as Alexa-594, then the concentration of avidin or biotin in a sample can be measured from the degree to which the emitted fluorescent light is polarised. A high polarisation signal means that the fluor is bound to avidin, while a low polarisation means that the fluorescent ligand is unbound and, therefore, the avidin concentration in the sample is low. The FP technique is simple, accurate, sensitive and the reagents are inexpensive. FP analysis is often performed in 384 well microplates and is therefore, suitable for high-throughput automated screening. FP was recently applied to the quantification of biotin in normal apple leaves and also used to quantify avidin expression in whole-leaf homogenates from transgenic plants (Martin et al. 2008).



1.3.6 Electrochemical Methods The strong affinity of avidin for biotin allows biotin binding to be detected electrochemically. Avidin contains a diversity of amino acids in its structure. From an electrochemical point of view, only tyrosine and tryptophan have been found to be electroactive using a variety of electrodes (Brabec and Mornstein 1980a, b; MacDonald and Roscoe 1997). Square-wave voltammetric (SWV) analysis using solid carbon electrodes is very sensitive and yields well-developed signals. However, using a carbon paste electrode (CPE) and base line correction of the data, we can determine well-defined voltammetric signals for both tyrosine and tryptophan at 0.78 and 0.92 V versus Ag/AgCl/3 M KCl, respectively. Electrochemical investigation at carbon electrodes showed that avidin produced oxidation signals due to tyrosine and tryptophan residues. Square-wave voltammetry at a carbon paste electrode using the adsorptive transfer stripping (AdTS) technique simple is a fast method for determination of avidin (Palecek and Postbieglova 1986). This technique is based on the immobilisation of the analyte in the form of a small drop of solution at the carbon paste electrode, followed by washing and detection steps in a cell containing a supporting electrolyte
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(Masarik et al. 2003; Petrlova et al. 2007b; Tomschik et al. 2000). The denatured protein exhibits a fivefold higher response relative to that of the native protein, indicating that there were substantially more aromatic residues exposed to the electrode surface in the denatured state (Masarik et  al. 2003). Under optimal experimental conditions, the limit of detection of avidin is in the attomolar range (Petrlova et  al. 2007b). Recently, we described an easy-to-use electrochemical technique for the detection of avidin in transgenic plants. Plant extract is added into carbon paste (Fig. 1.5) and avidin present in the extract gives a very distinct signal (Kizek et  al. 2005; Masarik et  al. 2003; Petrlova et  al. 2007a). Krizkova compared electrochemical method with gel electrophoresis and found that methods gave similar results on analysis of transgenic tobacco leaves (Krizkova et al. 2008). Moreover, Fojta et  al. and others report on some less common electrochemical methods for the detection of avidin and avidin–biotin interactions (Fojta 2008; Havran 2004; Limoges 1996). The application of AdTS SWV in conjunction with liquid chromatography, diode array detection and flow injection analysis has allowed the extremely sensitive detection of biotin and avidin in the femtomolar range (Kizek et al. 2005). Moreover, Kizek and his colleagues have proposed an approach to detecting avidin–biotin interaction in transgenic plants (Fig. 1.5). Sugawara and colleagues developed methods for the electrochemical analysis of avidin–biotin interactions using various types of labelled biotins. In particular, they used bisbiotinyl thionine (Sugawara et al. 2004), iminobiotin (Sugawara et  al. 2005), N-iodoacetyl-N-biotinylhexylenediamine (Sugawara et al. 1996a), biotin labelled with Nile Blue A (Sugawara et al. 1996b) and biotin/thionine modified Au electrode (Sugawara et al. 2002).



1.3.7 Tissue Printing Another commonly applied technique to reveal the large-scale expression pattern of transgenic proteins, including avidin, in plant tissue is tissue printing (Fig. 1.4). Cross sections of plant stems, roots or tubers can simply be pressed against nitrocellulose leaving behind an imprint of the avidin in the tissue. For tissue printing of leaves, the leaves should first be freeze-thawed to break open the cell walls and intracellular organelles before pressing against the nitrocellulose. The tissue-printed nitrocellulose can then be handled like a Western-Blot and probed with biotin-coupled peroxidase to reveal the distribution of avidin expression in the plant sample. This technique has been employed for the detection of transgenic avidin in tobacco (Murray et al. 2002), and maize (Hood et al. 1997). To determine the sub-cellular localisation of the transgenically expressed avidin, Hood (Hood et al. 1997) performed in situ localisation experiments on thin sections of embedded embryos using anti-avidin primary antibodies and fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies (Fig. 1.4). As expected, Hood et al. observed the avidin being secreted into the cell wall matrix since they had fused the avidin gene to a signal sequence that targeted the protein to the endoplasmic reticulum. In plants, the default
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Fig.  1.5  Scheme of fast electrochemical detection of avidin concentration and avidin–biotin interaction in transgenic plants



pathway for proteins in the endoplasmic reticulum is secretion. Using similar fluorescent-light-microscopy methods Murray et al. confirmed vacuolar expression of avidin in tobacco, using a vacuolar targeting signal. Vacuolar expression of avidin in tobacco was also demonstrated by Murray using transmission electron microscopy and gold-labelled antibodies (Fig. 1.4) (Murray et al. 2002).
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1.3.8 Mortality and Morbidity Assay Finally, several researchers have used biological assays, for example, insect mortality, morbidity, development and behaviour to measure the presence of functional avidin in transgenic plants. In these experiments, the larvae of insect pests are placed onto normal or transgenic leaves and their growth and development rates are recorded (Fig. 1.3). These studies are summarised in Section 1.2 and Table 1.1. The simplest and most direct measure of biological effect on the insect larvae feeding on plants expressing avidin transgenically is mortality: Markwick (Markwick et al. 2003) observed that potato tuber moth larvae fed on transgenic apple and tobacco leaves had a mortality rate of up to 90% within 9 days compared with 100% survival of larvae on normal leaves. By studying the behaviour of the leaf-mining potato tuber moth larvae, Marckwick noted that the insects were unable to detect the insecticidal avidin since they did not leave their leaf mines. There was no evidence of the larvae avoiding the transgenic leaf and seeking alternative food sources. This was an interesting observation because avoidance behaviour had been observed for larvae feeding on leaves containing B. thuringiensis toxins (Beuning et al. 2001; Gleave et al. 1998). Acknowledgement  Financial support from grants MSMT 6215712402 is highly acknowledged.
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Cover Crops for Sustainable Agrosystems in the Americas Johannes M.S. Scholberg, Santiago Dogliotti, Carolina Leoni, Corey M. Cherr, Lincoln Zotarelli, and Walter A.H. Rossing



Abstract  Rapid depletion of global fertilizer and fossil fuel reserves, combined with concerns about global warming, have resulted in increased interest in alternative strategies for sustaining agricultural production. Moreover, many farmers are being caught in a vicious spiral of unsustainability related to depletion and degradation of land and water resources, increasing labor and input costs, and decreasing profit margins. To reduce their dependence on external inputs and to enhance inherent soil fertility, farmers, thus, may opt to employ farm-generated renewable resources, including the use of cover crops. However, perceived risks and complexity of cover-crop-based systems may prevent their initial adoption and long-term use. In this review article, we provide a historic perspective on cover-crop use, discuss their current revival in the context of promotion of green technologies, and outline key selection and management considerations for their effective use. Based on reports in the literature, we conclude that cover crops can contribute to carbon sequestration, especially in no-tillage systems, whereas such benefits may be minimal for frequently tilled sandy soils. Due to the presence of a natural soil cover, they reduce erosion while enhancing the retention and availability of both nutrients J.M.S. Scholberg (*) and W.A.H. Rossing Biological Farming Systems, Wageningen University, Postbox 563, 6700 AN Wageningen, The Netherlands e-mail: [email protected] S. Dogliotti Facultad de Agronomía, Universidad de la República, Avda. Garzón 780, Código Postal 12900, Montevideo, Uruguay C. Leoni Instituto Nacional de Investigación Agropecuaria - Estación Experimental Las Brujas, Ruta 48 km 10 Código Postal 90200, Rincón del Colorado – Canelones, Uruguay C.M. Cherr Dept. of Plant Sciences, University of California, Davis, CA95616, USA L. Zotarelli Agricultural and Biological Engineering Dept, University of Florida, 234 Fraziers-Rogers Hall, Gainesville, FL32611, USA E. Lichtfouse (ed.), Genetic Engineering, Biofertilisation, Soil Quality and Organic Farming, Sustainable Agriculture Reviews 4, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-8741-6_2, © Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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and water. Moreover, cover-crop-based systems provide a renewable N source, and can also be instrumental in weed suppression and pest management in organic production systems. Selection of species that provide multiple benefits, design of sound crop rotations, and improved synchronization of nutrient-release patterns and subsequent crop demands, are among the most critical technical factors to enhance the overall performance of cover-crop-based systems. Especially under adverse conditions, use of mixtures with complementary traits enhances their functionality and resilience. Since traditional research and extension approaches tend to be unfit for developing suitable cover-crop-based systems adapted to local production settings, other technology development and transfer approaches are required. The demonstration of direct benefits and active participation of farmers during system design, technology development, and transfer phases, were shown to be critical for effective adaptation and diffusion of cover-crop-based innovations within and across farm boundaries. In conclusion, we would like to state that the implementation of suitable policies providing technical support and financial incentives to farmers, to award them for providing ecological services, is required for more widespread adoption of cover crops. Keywords  Cover crops • green technologies • management • sustainable agro systems • carbon sequestration Americas • pest control • tillage • rotation • weeds • nematode • crimson clover • winter rye • black oats • living mulch • citrus • broccoli • forage • ecological service • adapation • green manure Abbreviation SOM soil organic matter



2.1 Introduction “Cover crops” are herbaceous plants that alternate commercial crops during fallow periods to provide a favorable soil microclimate, minimize soil degradation, suppress weeds, and enhance inherent soil fertility (Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Sullivan 2003; Anderson et  al. 2001; Giller 2001). “Green manures” are cover crops primarily used as a soil amendment and nutrient source for a subsequent crop (Giller 2001). “Living mulches” are cover crops grown simultaneously with commercial crops that provide a living mulch layer throughout the season (Hartwig and Ammon 2002). For the purpose of this review, we will not distinguish among these uses, and use the term cover crop in its broadest context instead. Historically, cover crops have been effective in closing nutrient cycles and were integral part of food production systems that gave rise to modern agriculture (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007; McNeill and Winiwarter 2004; Pieters 1927). However,
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during the second part of the twentieth century, the “contemporary agricultural revolution” resulted in an uncoupling of C and N cycles (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007; Mazoyer and Roudart 2006). As an integral part of the “agricultural revolution” process, the use of inorganic fertilizer greatly increased, since these materials provide growers with a concentrated and custom-designed nutrient source (Smil 2001). The contemporary agricultural revolution, thus, directly contributed to an erosion of traditional techniques for sustaining inherent soil fertility, including the use of cover crops (Baligar and Fageria 2007; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Gliessman et al. 1981). Farmers throughout the Americas are increasingly being caught in a vicious spiral of unsustainability related to depletion and degradation of land and water resources, increasing labor and input costs, and decreasing profit margins (Cherr et al. 2006b; Dogliotti et al. 2005). In many cases, farmers were forced to enhance family income via intensification, specialization, and production of cash crops, or alternatively, abandon their operations (Dogliotti et al. 2005). With current concerns related to global warming, rapid depletion of fertilizers and fossil fuel reserves, agriculture is required to provide more diverse ecological services and make more efficient use of natural/renewable resources (van der Ploeg 2008; Cherr et al. 2006b). Within this context, improved integration of the use of cover crops may once again become the cornerstone of sustainable agroecosystems (Baligar and Fageria 2007). However, the development of functional cover-crop-based systems will require a more integrated and system-based approach, rather than reinstating traditional production practices. The scope of this paper is to (i) provide a historic perspective on the use of cover-crop-based systems in agroecosystems; (ii) document specific services and benefits provided by cover crops with special reference to their use in the Americas; (iii) discuss selection procedures for cover crops; (iv) outline key management aspects that facilitate integration and performance of cover crops into agrosystems; (v) discuss potential limitations and challenges during the design and implementation of cover-crop-based systems.



2.2 Historic Perspective Starting at the cradle of agriculture in southwest Asia, farmers utilized leguminous crops, including peas and lentils, to restore inherent soil fertility and to sustain grain crop production (McNeill and Winiwarter 2004). In England, fallows were replaced by clovers in grain–turnip production systems to improve soil fertility, whereas in the Americas, beans were used for this purpose (Russell 1913). During the early 1800s, continuous population growth and urbanization required the use of more concentrated forms of fertilizer and mined mineral guano deposits to offset declining inherent soil fertility in Western Europe and New World, but this resource was both scarce and relatively expensive (McNeill and Winiwarter 2004). During the 1870s, mucuna (Mucuna pruriens) was introduced in Florida as a forage crop and by 1897 it was used by hundreds of citrus growers as an affordable alternative to improve soil fertility while it was also used as a forage crop (Crow et al. 2001; Buckles et al.
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1998; Tracey and Coe 1918). Mucuna was introduced in Guatemala during the 1920s as a forage source and as a rotational crop for maize-based systems. Its use spontaneously spread and was adopted by farmers in neighboring countries as well (Giller 2001). In Uruguay, vetch (Vicia villosa Roth) and oats (Avena sativa L.) were introduced as green manures in vineyards around 1960, but due to increased supply of inexpensive fertilizer and lack of suitable cultivation tools, this practice was discontinued (Selaya Garvizu 2000). Annual winter cover crops were integral part of many North American cropping systems during the first part of the last century (Pieters 1927). However, their use was gradually abandoned due to the availability of inexpensive synthetic fertilizer during the 1950s, which provided growers with concentrated nutrient sources that could be easily managed (Tonitto et al. 2006; Smil 2001). As a result, soil fertility strategies shifted from building SOM and inherent soil fertility via sound crop rotations and supplementary use of (in)organic nutrient sources, to a system dominated by external inputs used to boast labile nutrient pools and crop yields (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007). Moreover, externalities associated with the excessive use of agrochemicals were typically ignored while inherent system’s functions and services were gradually being lost (Cherr et al. 2006b). Additionally, the shift toward largescaled and highly specialized operations diminished inherent diversity and resilience of local agricultural production systems (van der Ploeg 2008; Shennan 2008; Baligar and Fageria 2007; Cherr et al. 2006b). In terms of awareness of potential negative aspects of industrialized agriculture, the “great dust bowl” occurring in the USA in the 1930s, gave rise to increased emphasis on soil conservation, including the use of cover crops (Hartwig and Ammon 2002). During the 1970s, externalities associated with maintaining large labile nutrient pools became a major concern and practices were proposed to reduce environmental impacts, including the use of cover crops (Drinkwater and Snapp 2007; Mays et al. 2003; Dabney et al. 2001). Although agricultural development resulted in an unprecedented increase in productivity, it also promoted increased specialization and required substantial capital investments, while “real” prices of agricultural commodities dropped by a factor 2–4 between 1950 and 2000. Especially small farmers were not able to adapt to this transition and the majority of them was forced to abandon farming (Mazoyer and Roudart 2006). Moreover, in many developing regions, green revolution technologies were less effective in more adverse, risk-prone, and resourcelimited production environments (Shennan 2008; El-Hage Scialabba and Hattam 2008). During the 1960s a modified form of the agricultural revolution occurred in Latin America which involved investments in local infrastructure, access to loans, improved inputs, and price subsidies (Mazoyer and Roudart 2006). However, in Brazil, increased mechanization and intensification of agriculture in hilly regions resulted in rampant erosion and soil degradation, which undermined the inherent production capacity of local production systems (Prado Wildner et al. 2004). During the 1980s, adoption of cover crops as part of conservation technologies increased exponentially by farmers in southern Brazil (Calegari 2003; Landers 2001). This process has resulted in a gradual reversal of the degradation of the natural production base since farmers were able to partially restored SOM levels and also reduce
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their dependence on external inputs. This kind of revolutionary success story inspires confidence in potential role of cover-crop-based technology to reverse the downward spiral of unsustainability that still prevails in many regions. This unprecedented successful expansion of no-tillage technology expansion in this region was clearly driven by farmers who actively engaged in technology development and transfer, and combined with favorable government policies, this greatly facilitated the scaling out process on a more regional scale. On the other hand, the use of no-tillage and/or cover crops by commercial vegetable growers in the SE USA was limited. This was related to the high crop value and risk-averse behavior of conventional producers (Phatak et al. 2002). However, increased concerns related to environmental quality, energy use, and global warming, have resulted in a shift toward resource preservation with an increased focus on sustainability and/or ecological-based (organic) production systems (Shennan 2008; Ngouajio et al. 2003; Hartwig and Ammon 2002; Lu et al. 2000). In summary, although cover crops were abandoned due to green revolution technologies, due to the current interest in green technologies, they are once more becoming the cornerstone of sustainable agrosystems (Baligar and Fageria 2007; Cherr et al. 2006b; Sullivan 2003; Phatak et al. 2002; Shennan 1992).



2.3 Services and Benefits Regarding the use of cover crops, it is important to distinguish “ecosystem goods” from “ecosystem services” (Shennan 2008). From a producer’s perspective, cultivation of a cover crop may yield direct forage benefits and improved grain yields in integrated systems, while from a policy view its use also provides environmental benefits, e.g., erosion control and clean drinking water. Adoption of cover-cropbased systems tends to be strongly influenced by the perception of different stakeholders of what (direct) benefits cover crops will provide under local conditions and increased awareness of such services is, thus, critical (Anderson et al. 2001). An overview of a number of these direct and indirect services is provided in Fig. 2.1, while specific aspects will be discussed in more detail below.



2.3.1 Soil Organic Matter Maintaining soil organic matter (SOM) is critical for sustaining soil quality and crop productivity, especially in the absence of external inputs (Fageria et al. 2005; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003). Cover crops may enhance SOM content in the soil provided that SOM addition rate exceeds SOM breakdown (Calegari 2003; Sullivan 2003). The use of cover crops, the presence of crop residues and SOM, have all been linked to improved soil aggregation and soil structure and enhanced water infiltration, retention, drainage, and soil aeration, thus, reducing runoff and erosion (Sainju et al. 2007; Fageria et al. 2005; Dabney et al. 2001; Miyao and Robins 2001; Creamer
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Process



Canopy functions



Cover crops



Root functions



Primary effects



Secondary effects • SOM (+) • Carbon sequestration (+) • Production costs (+/-)



Biomass production



• Food, fuel, forage (+) • Soil amendment (+) • Mulch layer (+)



Nutrient storage



• Soil nutrient supply (+)



Soil cover



• Weed suppression (+) • Wind/water erosion (-) • Runoff (-) • Soil temperature (-) • Soil moisture (+)



• Crop production (+) • Nutrient leaching (-) • Resource depletion (-) • SOM (+) • Crop water use effic. (+) • Crop production (+) • Sediment losses (-) • Nutrient leaching (-)



Ecological functions



• Biodiversity (+) • Habitat (+) • Pest dispersal (-)



• Beneficials (+) • Pests (-/+) • Crop production (+/-)



Soil/nutrient retention



• Wind/water erosion (-) • Nutrient retention(+)



• SOM (+) • Crop production (+) • Environm. impacts (-)



• Water infiltration (+) • Water retention (+) • Soil compaction (-) • Runoff (-) • Nutrient availability (+) • Weed suppression (+) • Nitrogen fixation (+) • Mycorrhizalsymbiosis(+)



• SOM (+) • Crop production (+) • Flooding (-) • Groundwater recharge (+) • Environm. impacts (-)



Root growth & exudates Root symbiosis



• Nutrient imbalance (-) • SOM (+) • Crop production (+)



Fig. 2.1  Schematic overview of cover crops and corresponding primary and secondary effects on different agroecological services. SOM: soil organic matter



et al. 1996b; Gulick et al. 1994; Derpsch et al. 1986). Increasing SOM also favors root growth, available water capacity (AWC), effective soil water storage, and potential yield in water-limiting environments (Sustainable Agricultural Network 2007; Fageria et  al. 2005; Anderson et  al. 2001; Derpsch et  al. 1986). Hudson (1994) reviewed historic data sets on the effect of SOM on AWC and showed that AWC was increased by 2.2–3.5% for each percent increase in SOM. Increased SOM also greatly improves cation retention, and combined with complexation and mineralization of nutrients, it, thus, greatly improves crop nutrient availability (Anderson et al. 2001). Cover-crop residues were shown to enhance the benefits of no-tillage on aggregate stability, microbial biomass, SOM, and soil enzymes (Roldan et al. 2003; Zotarelli et al. 2005a, b, 2007; Fageria et al. 2005; Calegari 2003). Amado et al. (2006) emphasized the importance of including leguminous cover crops in no-tillage systems as a strategy for increasing carbon sequestration in tropical and subtropical regions. However, for non-utrient limited systems and under adverse growth conditions, growing recalcitrant nonleguminous cover crops with a greater biomass production, may be more effective in boasting SOM (Barber and Navarro 1994a). Overall dry-matter production and nutrient accumulation by cover crops affects their potential to increase SOM. The production capacity of cover crops is dictated by genetic traits, including C3 versus C4 photosynthetic pathways, the ability of roots to form symbiotic associations, canopy characteristics, tissue composition, and growth duration. These traits, in turn, control crop radiation, water and nutrient use efficiencies,
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and also provide limitations to how cover-crop-based systems will perform. A review by Cherr et al. (2006b) showed that under optimal conditions, annual cover crop may accumulate up to 4.4–5.6 Mg C ha−1 during a period of 3–5 months. Overall decomposition of cover-crop residues is affected by (1) amount that is applied; (2) biochemical composition; (3) physical properties as related to crop development stage and/or termination practices; (4) soil texture, temperature, and moisture conditions; (5) soil contact; (6) nutrient availability and fertilizer addition (Balkcon and Reeves 2005; Sullivan 2003; Berkenkamp et al. 2002; Ma et al. 1999; Honeycutt and Potaro 1990; Schomberg et  al. 1994). The base temperature for decomposition is assumed to be on the order of −2°C to 0°C, while decomposition rates double when soil temperature increases by 9°C (Yang and Janssen 2002). Decomposition is fastest at high temperatures (30–35°C), adequate moisture (e.g., at field capacity), adequate N tissue levels (e.g. C:N ratios 3 m) with very thick and recalcitrant stems that may pose serious problems in subsequent vegetable crops, since they can hamper bed formation. In this case, repeated mowing may be required (N. Roe, personal communication). Other cover crops may have a viny and rather aggressive growth habit, e.g., cowpea and velvet bean, that can interfere with commercial crops when used as green mulch as was reported in citrus (Linares et al. 2008).



2.4.3 Functionality and Performance In many hilly regions in Latin America, cover crops are an integral component of no-tillage systems, since they can reduce soil erosion, labor, and herbicide costs, and can alsoincrease yields (Prado Wildner et al. 2004). In organic systems, they can be a critical component of integrated weed management strategies (Linares et al. 2008). The actual performance of cover crops depends on system design, inherent soil fertility, pedo-climatic conditions, management (including the use of well-adapted species), and crop duration (Cherr et al. 2006b; Giller 2001). Although potential cover-crop production may be highest in warm and high rainfall environments, SOM breakdown and potential nutrient losses under such conditions also tend to be much greater, and thus, net benefits may be actually lower compared to more temperate climates. Information on adaption, growth, and performance may be obtained from the literature (Baligar and Fageria 2007; Sustainable Agriculture Network 2007; Cherr et al. 2006b). Even within cover-crop species, there may be appreciable differences in specific traits that can greatly affect their adaptation and functionality as related to specific production settings (e.g., cold and drought tolerance; shoot:root ratio) as was shown for hairy vetch (Wilke and Snapp 2008). Use of cover-crop mixes with complementary traits may enhance the functionality, productivity, resilience, and adaptability of cover-crop-based systems and thus, facilitate more efficient resource use capture under adverse conditions (Malézieux et al. 2009; Altieri et al. 2008; Linares et  al. 2008; Drinkwater and Snapp 2007; Weil and Kremen 2007; Teasdale et al. 2004; Dabney et al. 2001; Creamer et al. 1997). Moreover, a combination
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of several species may provide the benefits of different included species within a single year (Calegari 2003), whereas no single cover-crop species consistently performs superior across different years and field sections (Linares et  al. 2008; Carrera et al. 2005). Typically, cover crops are not irrigated nor are they being fertilized. The growth of cover crops may be superior on more fine-textured soils since these soils often have higher SOM values, inherent soil fertility, and better water and nutrientretention capacities. This may result in a positive feedback mechanism that, in turn, can further boast cover-crop performance over time (Cherr et al. 2006b). However, on very heavy soils, limited drainage may also result in poor aeration and increased incidence of diseases, thus, resulting in poor stands and suboptimal cover-crop performance. In organic tomato production systems in California, mixtures of grasses with leguminous cover crops accumulated more biomass but less N, whereas their residues had higher C:N ratios which delayed mineralization (Madden et al. 2004). On very sandy soils, low inherent soil fertility, among other factors, may limit growth of the cover crops, whereas nutrients accumulated in its residue may be also readily lost due to leaching prior to the peak nutrient demand of a subsequent commercial crop (Cherr et al. 2007). As a result, in adverse production environments, the growth and the benefits that cover crops provide may be limited and integrated soil fertility management practices may be required to enhance overall system performance (Tittonell 2008; Giller 2001). In summary, a design of an appropriate cover-crop system based on key desired ecological functions, is critical for system performance. The use of expert knowledge and computer-based evaluation tools can facilitate initial screening, while optimal system design may require numerous design cycles to tailor systems to local management conditions.



2.5 Management 2.5.1 Rotation Developing suitable crop rotation schemes is critical for enhancing systems performance. The design of both spatial and temporal crop arrangements on a farm level will be based on meeting a set of grower-defined production objectives along with adhering to site-specific phyto-sanitory guidelines. Growers typically allocate cover crops to underutilized temporal and/or spatial components of their cropping system, e.g., fallow period or row middles, which constrain their use. The growth season of cover crops is, thus, defined by the cropping season of commercial crops which, in turn, is dictated by rainfall or temperature patterns. Although it requires special equipment, undersowing of a cover crop in an existing crop may be desirable, since it facilitates more efficient resource use while reducing potential nutrient losses and erosion risks (Hartwig and Ammon 2002; Sullivan 2003). In the southern USA, cover crops such as sorghum, sudan grass, or sunn hemp may be grown during times
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when it is too hot to grow commercial crops as is the case in Florida (Avila 2006). In the case of more complex arable cropping systems, the use of software tools to explore such options to generate viable alternatives greatly facilitates the design process (Bachinger and Zander 2007; Dogliotti et al. 2003).



2.5.2 Biomass Production and Residue Quality Most cover crops follow a “logistic” or “expo-linear” growth pattern, so after an initial “lag-phase” prior to canopy closure, biomass accumulation rates tend to be relatively constant before leveling off toward crop maturation (Kruidhof 2008; Yin et  al. 2003). Although there is a multitude of information on cover-crop performance in terms of biomass and N accumulation at maturity, narrow windows of opportunity for planting commercial crops may require cover crops to be killed prematurely (Cherr et al. 2006b). In this case, simple linear equations, thus, may be developed to estimate the amount of residues as a function of crop yield (Steiner et al. 1996). Alternatively, degree day-based models may be used to predict biomass and N accumulation of cover crops as a function of accumulated temperature units (Schomberg et al. 2007, Cherr et al. 2006c). The carbon content of most plant material is relatively constant over time with values being on the order of 40–44% (Avila 2006; Dinesh et al. 2006). Overall plant N concentration typically follows an exponential decay curve over time (“N dilution curve”) and final N tissue concentration is, thus, a function of crop type, crop age, and N supply (Lemaire and Gaston 1997). In terms of N accumulation and subsequent N release of cover crops, based on data outlined by Cherr et al. (2006b) calculated N concentrations for temperate versus tropical legumes are on the order of 1.9–3.6% and 2.6–4.8% compared to 0.7–2.5% for nonleguminous crops which translates to corresponding C:N ranges of 8–15, 11–21, and 16–57, respectively. Calegari (2003) provided a detailed overview on the mineral composition and C:N ratio of different cover crops grown in Brazil. Such information provides an insight into the overall nutrient supply capacity of cover-crop residues, though values may differ on the basis of local soil fertility regimes. As cover crops mature, there is a gradual shift toward both structural and reproductive parts (Cherr et al. 2006c). With aging, both the leaf fraction and the N content of leaves and stems decrease, whereas more recalcitrant compounds and seed proteins may accumulate (Cherr 2004; Cherr et al. 2006b; Lemaire and Gaston 1997). Increasing plant density will result in early canopy closure, higher initial biomass accumulation rates, and dry matter allocation to less recalcitrant and high-N plant parts, while excessive high plant densities may reduce growth due to crowding (Cherr et al. 2006b). Repeated mowing for sod-forming or indeterminate cover crops can delay the shift toward more recalcitrant plant parts, enhance N content, and increase total biomass production (Cherr et al. 2006b; Snapp and Borden 2005). Planting density, time of “mowing” or “killing” cover crops, thus, affect both residue quantity and quality, and may be used to manipulate system dynamics.
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2.5.3 Cover-Crop Termination and Residue Management At the end of the fallow season, cover crops may be killed by herbicide, mowing, flaming, or by a crimper (Sustainable Agricultural Network 2007; Calegari 2003; Sullivan 2003; Lu et al. 2000; Masiunas 1998). Mowing may result in the formation of a compact mulch layer, that in turn, may help to conserve soil moisture and reduce soil erosion (Fig. 2.4). Rolled residues decompose slower compared to the use of mowing or herbicides, while the residue layer also tends to persist longer, and provides more effective long-term soil erosion control (Lu et al. 2000). Timing of mowing, as related to cover-crop development stage, is critical in term of maximizing biomass and N accumulation while reducing the risk that cover crops regrow or set seed and thereby interfere with a subsequent commercial crop (Prado Wildner et al. 2004; Sullivan 2003). The optimal time of residue killing is also related to cover crops’ main function. If soil conservation and SOM buildup are priorities, older and more lignified residues may be preferable. However, delaying killing may hamper the effectiveness of rollers/crimpers, whereas residues are also more likely to interfere with planting equipment, while the resulting augmented C:N ratio can also increase the risk of initial N immobilization. Mowing and use of herbicide, on the other hand, will increase residue decomposition and subsequent mineralization (Snapp and Borden 2005). Many farmers may opt to delay planting after residue kill to reduce the risk of transmittance of herbivores feeding on residues invading the new crop, to ensure adequate settling of residues which facilitates planting operations, and to prevent the negative effects of allelopathetic compounds on the emerging crop (Prado Wildner et al. 2004). Alternatively, placement of seeds below the residue layer can reduce the risk of potential allelopathetic substances hampering initial growth (Altieri et al. 2008).



2.5.4 Tillage Soil incorporation of cover crops enhances soil residue contact and also buffers its moisture content which tends to speed up decomposition, while surface applied residue may have a greater capacity for N immobilization (Cherr et al. 2006b). Surface application of residues also favors saprophytic decomposition by fungi, whereas bacterial decomposition is prevailing more for incorporated residues and repeated tillage tends to greatly enhance mineralization (Lal et al. 2000). Leaving mulch residues of cowpea, used as a cover crop in a lettuce production system, was much more effective in suppressing weeds compared to tilling in residues but it also reduced lettuce yields by 20% (Ngouajio et al. 2003). Use of no-tillage may reduce labor costs, energy use, and potential erosion while increasing carbon sequestration, biodiversity, and soil moisture conservation (Triplett and Dick 2008; Peigné et  al. 2007; Giller 2001). In Brazil, it was demonstrated that the integrated use of cover crops with no-tillage is critical for enhancing/sustaining SOM (Calegari 2003). These techniques are complementary work and work synergistically while the use
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of conventional tillage will promote rapid breakdown of SOM which may partially offset cover-crop benefits (Phatak et  al. 2002). However, in organic production systems, no-tillage may result in increased incidence of grassy and perennial weeds, while for poorly drained/structured soils and under excessive wet soil conditions, its use may have unfavorable effects on soil tilth, crop growth, incidence of plant pathogens, and it may also increase the risk of N immobilization (Peigné et  al. 2007). Although no-tillage and the presence of crop residues near the surface may reduce soil evaporation, it can promote root proliferation near the soil surface, thus, rendering subsequent commercial crops more vulnerable to prolonged drought stress (Cherr et al. 2006a).



2.5.5 Synchronization Residue decomposition rates depend on both crop composition management and pedo-climatic conditions (Snapp and Borden 2005). Release patterns tend to be highly variable both in space and time. The release of readily available crop nutrients from cover-crop residues, thus, may not coincide with peak nutrient requirements of a subsequent crop (poor synchrony). This problem is evident from the large number of studies reviewed by Sarrantonio and Gallandt (2003) in which nutrient release was either premature or too late. Residue C:N values will, to a large degree, determine initial decomposition rates together with factors such as the content of water-soluble and intermediate available carbon compounds in the residue (Ma et al. 1999). Nitrogen allocation to root systems may be on the order of 7–32% and 20–25% of its N may be released to the soil prior to crop senescence (Cherr et al. 2006b). Moreover, under hot and humid conditions, nutrient release from low C:N residue materials may be premature and N-leaching losses can be very high (Cherr et al. 2007; Giller 2001). However, under cold and/or dry conditions, use of more recalcitrant residues, and N-limited conditions, will delay initial release and net N immobilization may hamper initial growth of commercial crops (Cherr et al. 2006b; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003). However, better synchronization requires improved understanding of residue decomposition and net mineralization. However, since these processes are affected by a large number of biotic, pedo-climatic, and management factors, appropriate use of decomposition models may be required to provide a better insight on how interactions among management factors come into play. These model tools may then be integrated into decision-support tools for farm managers/ advisors, which was the rationale for developing the NDICEA model (van der Burgt et al. 2006). Thus, such tools can be effectively used to improve the synchronization of nutrient-release patterns with crop demand which should facilitate the successful integration of cover crops in conventional systems. Based on predictions of such models, management options such as use of different spatial and/or temporal crop arrangements, use of cover-crop mixtures to modify initial C:N ratios, time and method of killing, and method of incorporation, among others may be used to enhance synchronization (Weil and Kremen 2007; Cherr et al. 2006b; Balkcon and
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Reeves 2005; Sullivan 2003). As an example, using a biculture of rye and vetch and modifying seed-mixture ratios can facilitate improved synchronization. Increasing the vetch:rye ratio will speed up initial mineralization, reduce the risk of initial immobilization, but may increase potential N-leaching risks (Kuo and Sainju 1997; Teasdale and Abdul-Baki 1998). In summary, it is evident that poor synchronization favors inefficiencies and increases potential nutrient losses. This is one of the key factors deterring conventional farmers from adopting cover-crop-based systems. Use of cover-crop mixes, improved timing of mowing and/or incorporation, along with use of decision-support tools such as NDICEA are some of the key options to enhance synchronization.



2.6 Limitations and Challenges 2.6.1 Information and Technology Transfer Although cover crops provide a myriad of services, their adaptation by conventional farmers typically has been slow (Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003). In Brazil, they were introduced during the 1970s, but wide-scale adoption took several decades (Prado Wildner et al. 2004). Some potential challenges may include: additional production costs (in terms of land, labor, and inputs), the complexity of cover-crop-based systems, the lack of pertinent information and suitable technology transfer methods, the uncertainty of release patterns from cover-crop residues, and lack of secure land tenure (Singer and Nusser 2007; Cherr et  al. 2006b; Nyende and Delve 2004; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Lu et al. 2000). This additional level of complexity, combined with lack of information on suitable management practices, along with the perceived risks associated with cover-crop-based systems, prevents growers from adopting cover-crop-based systems (Shennan 2008; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003). Regarding information on cover crops, a search of the CAB citation index for “cover crops” clearly indicated an increased interest in cover crops during the past decades. The annual number of papers on this topic decreased from 74 (1961–1970) to 37 (1971–1980), but then increased again from 56 (1981–1990) to 160 (1991– 2000), and then to 221 (2001–2007). Despite this impressive increase in publication numbers, producers still cite lack of useful information about cover crops as one of the greatest barrier to their use (Singer and Nusser 2007). Although, during the first half of the last century, most farmers routinely used cover crops, this traditional knowledge base has been gradually lost. Even within research and extension faculty, there was a complete erosion of knowledge and experience as faculty members with a more traditional farm background retired. Moreover, during the past decades, academic interest has shifted toward genetic engineering technology, typically resulting in the recruitment of scientists lacking basic agronomic knowledge. Furthermore, most conventional farmers are not in a position to take the economic risk associated with experimentation and exploration of suitable cover-crop technologies and thus,
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increasingly depend on external information sources (Weil and Kremen 2007; Cherr et  al. 2006b). Therefore, lack of appropriate information and technology transfer approaches still continues to be among the key factors hampering the adoption of cover-crop-based systems (Bunch 2000). The traditional “top-down” approach used by research and development institutes to provide technical solutions to farmers in the absence of a thorough understanding of local socioeconomic conditions and agroecosystems appears to be especially ineffective for cover-crop-based systems (Anderson et al. 2001). Establishing “innovation groups,” a technology development and exchange structure in which farmers play a key role and/or “farmer-to-farmer” training networks, in which innovative farmers assume an active role as educators, may be more appropriate for propagating covercrop-based technologies (Anderson et al. 2001; Horlings 1998). Since most university programs are still poorly equipped to address the specific needs of organic farmers, this producer group may still be forced to engage in some on-farm experimentation with cover-crop-based systems, especially since this group appears to benefit greatly from the use of cover crops (Linares et al. 2008).



2.6.2 Resource Management The growth and nutrient accumulation among cover-crop-based systems may vary greatly between fields and years, while subsequent nutrient-release patterns are also affected by a great number of pedo-climatic and management factors. Limited knowledge of these processes on a field scale will result in poor synchronization between nutrient release by cover crops and subsequent crop demand of commercial crops, thereby increasing the risk of inefficient N use and poor system performance (Cherr et al. 2006b). Although simulation models could harness some of this complexity, most of these models were developed for scientists and are difficult to implement, whereas models for informed decision-making and improved management of cover crops require a combination of a sound scientific basis with practice-oriented model design (van der Burgt et al. 2006). In terms of combining cover crops with no-tillage systems, although such systems provide multiple benefits, there are also several additional challenges. Cover crops grown as live mulches or ineffective crop-kill of annual cover crops, such as ryegrass or vetch, can result in cover crops competing with cash crops which may reduce yields (Hiltbrunner et al. 2007; Teasdale et al. 2007; Madden et al. 2004). Residues of cover crops can hamper soil cultivation and initial germination (due to inconsistent seed cover), delay planting operations (since residues need some time to decompose/die), harbor pests and diseases, decrease initial crop growth (due to N immobilization, release of growth inhibiting compounds, or crop competition), and/or reduce soil temperatures (Peigné et al. 2007; Teasdale et al. 2007; Weil and Kremen 2007; Avila 2006; Cherr et al. 2006b; Masiunas 1998). However, in sweet maize a reduction in initial plant stands in no-till rye–vetch cover-crop-based systems was offset by improved growth and yields were still higher compared to bare
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soil control (Carrera et al. 2004). But for vegetable crops, the use of cover crops delayed crop maturation and/or reduced both initial crop growth and final yield of subsequent crops (Avila 2006; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Abdul-Baki et  al. 1996, 1999; Creamer et al. 1996). Especially for high-value commodities such as vegetables where precocity may translate into significant price premiums, such effects may have a strong negative impact on profitability (Avila 2006; Creamer et al. 1996). Only after researchers became aware of these issues and the system was redesigned (e.g., by using strip-till) this problem could be addressed (Phatak et al. 2002). Such adaptive learning and innovation cycles should be an integral part of training programs to enhance the efficiency of technology transfer (Douthwaite et al. 2002). Under water-limiting conditions, use of cover crops will also deplete residual soil moisture levels and thereby, can reduce yields of subsequent crops (Sustainable Agricultural Network 2007). Use of winter cover crops in semiarid conditions in California, reduced soil water storage by 65–74 mm, thereby, impacting the preirrigation needs of subsequent crops and/or performance of subsequent annual crops (Michell et al. 1999). In perennial systems (e.g., vineyards), perennial cover crops were shown to have both higher root densities and deeper root systems, thus, resulting in more pronounced soil water depletion but either one affects spatial and temporal water supply. Grapevines may adapt its rooting pattern to minimize water stress, while supplemental irrigation mainly benefits cover crops (Celette et  al. 2008). Although cover crops may provide a time-released source of N which is often perceived to be more efficient compared to inorganic N, poor synchronization will result in high potential N losses and thereby, greatly reduce efficiencies from residuederived N and may also increase the risk of N-leaching (Cherr et al. 2007).



2.6.3 Socioeconomic Constraints Local perceptions and political priorities can greatly hamper the adoption of covercrop-based systems. In many cases, local politicians, researchers, and extension staff continue to favor green-revolution-based technologies and are reluctant to invest in traditional legume-based cropping systems (Anderson et al. 2001). In other cases, the perceived complexity and risk associated with the management of cover-cropbased systems may not offset direct benefits. Weil and Kremen (2007) reported that in Maryland, cover crops were only grown on 20–25% of the agricultural land during winter fallow despite farmers receiving $50–$100 subsidies for growing such crops. Therefore, unless cover crops provide multiple benefits and services and such advantages are also considered, the use of cover crops may not be cost-effective (Avila et al. 2006a, b; Cherr et al. 2006b; Abdul-Baki et al. 2004). Moreover, since cover-crop-based systems often require several years to evolve and provide the maximum benefits, their use is only viable if land tenure is secure (Neill and Lee 2001). Growers, despite their inherent desire to provide good stewardship of local land resources, face the reality of economic survival and thus, may not be in a position to provide certain environmental services unless they will also generate tangible
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and direct benefits (Weil and Kremen 2007). Moreover, researchers engaging in interdisciplinary and participatory research may face appreciable risks and logistic challenges. Many institutes are moving toward more fundamental research and more practical geared research such as cover-crop management may be implemented by extension service and the linkage with research may be poor. Therefore, a critical re-assessment of both research and extension services and increased support for green technologies will be critical. In many cases, the involvement of farmers and local communities in structuring problem definitions and designing sustainable solutions should be enhanced. Furthermore, additional government and corporate support is needed for developing green technologies, especially when market mechanisms are not yet in place to provide incentives for innovations geared toward enhancing sustainability. In summary, awarding researchers for developing and improving green technologies and farmers for providing ecological services will be critical to offset some of the perceived risks associated with engaging in cover-crop-based systems.



2.7 Conclusion Based on our comprehensive review of the literature, it was shown that there is a pronounced revival of cover crops during the past few decades. However, most of these studies document cover-crop performance for specific pedo-climatic conditions, and there is need for a more system-based approach. Moreover, it is also critical to place potential performance of cover crops in the context of production goals as related to existing system structure and management skills. Although cover crops can contribute to carbon sequestration, such benefits are only significant when soil tillage is minimized. Selection and use of cover crops is mainly based on tradition, perceived benefits, seed availability, seed costs, and technical support. The time of planting and termination of cover crops, as related to planting of commercial crops, are essential to biomass production and nutrient accumulation, while poor synchronization readily offsets potential yield or environmental benefits. The use of decision-support tools such as NDICEA seems desirable to provide a better insight into C and N dynamics in cover-crop-based systems. Despite the numerous benefits of cover crops, the widespread use of cover crops is currently still mainly confined to their integration into conservation tillage practices of conventional agricultural systems in regions prone to soil erosion. In contrast, in organic systems, the use of conservation tillage is still in its infancy. In this case, providing cost-effective weed control and restoring nutrient imbalances associated with the excessive use of animal manures, are among the most critical factors governing their use. We conclude that cover-crop-based systems are most likely to be used when they provide multiple benefits, which is especially important in the absence of significant yield benefits and/or relatively low opportunity costs of chemical fertilizers. Moreover, the use of cover-crop mixes is highly desirable, since this favors system performance under unfavorable/unpredictable growing conditions. Since cover crops have a central function in organic production systems, organic growers provide a critical role to preserve
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traditional knowledge and to also generate technical innovations required to address current challenges that may benefit conventional growers as well. Furthermore, technological innovations, via government- and corporate-sponsored research, are essential to further improve and promote green technologies such as cover crops. Acknowledgments  This review was possible as part of international and interdisciplinary collaborations fostered by the EULACIAS program (http://www.eulacias.org/). This program was funded by the FP6-2004-INCO-DEV3-032387 project titled “Breaking the spiral of unsustainability in arid and semi-arid areas in Latin Americas using an ecosystems approach for co-innovation of farm livelihoods.”
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Cover Crops in Agrosystems: Innovations and Applications Johannes M.S. Scholberg, Santiago Dogliotti, Lincoln Zotarelli, Corey M. Cherr, Carolina Leoni, and Walter A.H. Rossing



Abstract  Cover crops can reduce the dependence of farmers on agrochemicals while enhancing overall agrosystem’s performance. However, the inherent complexity of cover-crop-based systems hampers their adoption by conventional farmers. Therefore, special management skills and alternative research and technology transfer approaches may be required to facilitate their adoptive use by conventional farmers. We propose that development and adoption of suitable cover-crop-based production systems may require the use of an “innovation framework” that includes (1) identification of system constraints, (2) analysis of system behavior, (3) exploration of alternative systems, and (4) system design and selection. We describe case studies from four regions of the Americas (Florida, USA; Paraná and Santa Catarina, Brazil; and Canelones, Uruguay) that illustrate the relationships between this innovation framework and the development and adoption of cover-crop-based production systems. Where successful, development and adoption of such systems appear to relate to a number of attributes including (1) active involvement by farmers in
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research and dissemination programs; (2) integration of cover crops into production systems without net loss of land or labor resources; (3) informing farmers of the (direct) benefits of cover crop use; (4) provision of multiple benefits by cover crops, (5) sufficient access to information, inputs, and technologies required for cover crop use; and (6) provision of skills and experience necessary to manage cover crops effectively. Where these attributes are absent and failure to innovate has prevented development and adoption of cover-crop-based systems, policy initiatives to reward farmers for ecological services provided by cover crops may be required. Keywords  Cover crops • green technologies • system analysis • innovation • adoption • sustainability • Americas • green manure • living mulch Abbreviation SOM soil organic matter



3.1 Introduction Cover crops are extensively used to provide a wide array of services (Scholberg et al. 2009). In this review, we do not distinguish between specific applications such as their use for enhancing soil fertility, e.g., green manures, and cultivation techniques by which cover crops are grown simultaneously with commercial crops, e.g., live mulches. We therefore use the term “cover crop” in its broadest context instead. Historically, cover crops have been an integral part of agricultural production systems (Scholberg et al. 2009). Technological innovations have greatly enhanced agricultural productivity over the last 60 years, but have also eroded many traditional techniques used to sustain inherent soil fertility – including the use of cover crops (Altieri 2002). During this period, many farmers throughout Latin America were caught in cycles of unsustainability related to overexploitation or pollution of water resources, soil erosion, loss of inherent soil fertility, increasing impacts of weeds and pests on crop yields, decreasing agricultural commodity values, and increases in external input prices. Local producers often responded to decreasing family income by intensifying their production (Dogliotti et al. 2005). Typically, this resulted in a shift toward cash crops, increased use of marginal lands, and greater dependence on external capital and labor and production inputs. This process favored further marginalization of local production systems (van der Ploeg 2008; Dogliotti et  al. 2005; Cherr et  al. 2006b) and saw many farmers and their families leave agricultural production and rural areas altogether. Increased global demand of crops for animal feed concentrates and biofuels has further intensified pressure on land resources (Corral et al. 2008). Although such production systems
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may generate local income and employment, these short-term economic benefits do not offset the loss of the long-term agricultural production capacity and human capital of local agricultural communities. Moreover, with current concerns about food security, global warming, and demands for a broader range of agricultural services, unsustainable resource exploitation is highly undesirable. Therefore, there is a need for more sustainable production options and more effective use of local or renewable resources (van der Ploeg 2008; Cherr et al. 2006b). Within this context, cover crops may once again become a cornerstone of sustainable agricultural systems (Scholberg et al. 2009). However, the complexity of cover-crop-based systems combined with the need to maintain reliably high crop yields requires the use of system analysis tools and active engagement of end-users (Shennan 2008; Cherr et al. 2006b). Involvement of the main stakeholders is particularly important, since any intentional change in production systems is always a result of changes in human conduct and therefore requires an individual and collective learning process (Leeuwis 1999). Moreover, solutions to complex problems do not come as “instant technology packages.” Rather, they need to be designed within its context of application with the direct involvement of farmers at all stages of the process, from diagnosis to dissemination (Leeuwis 1999; Masera et  al. 2000). This is the only way to ensure relevance, applicability, and adoption of such innovations. Thus, technological innovations such as improved use of cover crops must be explored more efficiently, while farmers must be allowed to more effectively contribute to technology development and transfer, thereby fostering successful and sustainable development (Rossing et al. 2007). Thus, the scope of this chapter is to 1. Provide a conceptual framework for innovation of cover-crop-based systems 2. Contextualize the components of this innovation framework as related to current cover-crop research and development strategies, with emphasis on system analysis tools 3. Describe innovation and technology transfer processed of cover-crop systems in several regions in the Americas



3.2 A Framework for Innovation of Cover-Crop-Based Systems As biological organisms, cover crops interact with many aspects of a cropping system and its environment. The use of reductionist approaches, small-plot studies, and short-term research is common in agricultural science but may be poorly suited for development and evaluation of suitable cover-crop management strategies (Cherr et al. 2006b). Despite the large number of research and review publications centered on cover crops over the past decade, a conceptual framework and a systems’ perspective that critically evaluates cover crops is lacking. Systems research uses an interdisciplinary approach to design and analyze agroecosystems functioning at different spatiotemporal and qualitative scales (Malézieux et  al.
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Fig. 3.1  Consecutive steps during farm analysis showing the complementation of both participatory and computer-based exploration and optimization approaches (Tittonell 2008)



2009; Shennan 2008; Drinkwater 2002). The underlying premise of system analysis and design is the use of cyclic knowledge development requiring active involvement from all key stakeholders. Ideally, this framework complements conventional research approaches, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Tittonell 2008; Rossing et al. 2007). It includes the following: 1. Characterization and diagnosis of constraints: Description of the biophysical and socioeconomic system and defining constraints 2. Analysis of system behavior: explanation of the system behavior in terms of the constraints. The design of such a research may involve an initial assessment of native agricultural systems and models of ecological interactions (Shennan 2008; Altieri and Nicholls 2004) 3. Exploration of alternative systems: For example, generating different crop rotations and management practices either in reality or via simulation 4. Design of alternative system: Development or utilization of more efficient, profitable, or sustainable systems (i.e., via the use of trade-off analysis, model simulations, and optimization; see Fig. 3.1) We emphasize that each component of the innovation framework is a process rather than an event, and there may be much overlap among the components. For example, integrating system analysis and design with applied field research and
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modeling techniques allows improved assessment of system constraints, explanation of behavior, and exploration of alternatives (Tittonell 2008). Within this context, field studies and data collection should be structured in such a manner that they can be used for calibration of simulation models and verification of model performance (Hasegawa et  al. 1999). Such models, in turn, can then be used to explore more sustainable development options (Selaya Garvizu 2000). We also explore the fourth component (design or selection of a system) by using the vehicle of technology development, adaptation, and transfer – which obviously overlaps the other three components. Nonetheless, we believe that the innovation framework we are proposing is a powerful approach for the development of viable cover-crop-based production systems.



3.2.1 Characterization and Diagnosis of Constraints We organize the constraints on cover crop systems into three broad categories: biophysical, socioeconomic, and information and technology constraints. The categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. We also briefly examine solutions to some of these constraints, which involve further steps in the innovation framework we are suggesting. 3.2.1.1 Biophysical Constraints Although the use of cover crops is perceived to enhance production and provide a myriad of services, their adaptation by conventional farmers in North America has been slow (Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003). The key issue may include the additional cost (in terms of land, labor, and inputs), the complexity of cover-crop-based systems, the lack of pertinent information, and the uncertainty of release patterns from cover-crops residues, and the lack of secure land tenure (Cherr et al. 2006b; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Lu et  al. 2000). Since cover-crop-based systems depend on biological and ecological processes, this makes their management more complex when compared with the use of synthetic fertilizers. Most farmers are poorly equipped to take the economic risk associated with experimentation and exploration of suitable cover-crops technologies (Weil and Kremen 2007; Cherr et al. 2006b). For example, severe yield reduction can occur when increased plant competition results from live mulch or incompletely killed cover crops (Hiltbrunner et al. 2007; Teasdale et  al. 2007; Madden et  al. 2004). Without adequate precautions, covercrop residue may also interfere with soil cultivation, reduce subsequent crop seed germination (owing to poor soil–seed contact), delay planting operations (since residues need some time to decompose/die), harbor pests and diseases that attack subsequent crops (if the cover crop and subsequent crop host the same pests or diseases), decrease initial crop growth or delay crop maturity (owing to N immobilization,
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allelopathy, plant competition, or reduced soil temperatures), or reduce soil water availability (Peigné et al. 2007; Sustainable Agricultural Network 2007; Teasdale et al. 2007; Weil and Kremen 2007; Avila 2006; Cherr et al. 2006b; Sarrantonio and Gallandt 2003; Abdul-Baki et al. 1996, 1999; Masiunas 1998; Creamer et al. 1996). Poor synchronization of N release from decomposing cover crops and N uptake by subsequent crops will also result in high N losses (Cherr 2004). However, if researchers become aware of these issues, then it is often possible to address them through redesign of the cover-crop system. In an example with vegetable crops, use of cover crops combined with zero-tillage reduced initial growth of vegetable crops and prevented growers from targeting the most profitable market windows. Once growers and researchers communicated about the problem, they identified a solution through the use of strip tillage. Such adaptive learning and innovation cycles are critical and therefore will be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section. 3.2.1.2 Socioeconomic Constraints Technological development has often been perceived as a task of research institutions that subsequently transfer solutions to farmers. Unfortunately, this “top-down” approach frequently fails because it does not adequately include local socioeconomic and environmental conditions in the process of development (Anderson et al. 2001). On-station researcher-managed studies favor highly controlled conditions and research that may not be relevant to growers unless they are actively involved during the design of studies. Several alternative approaches for developing regions have been outlined (e.g., Altieri 2002; Anderson et al. 2001; Giller 2001). Karlen et al. (2007) outlined and discussed different institutional arrangements (management models) for sharing resources and responsibilities between farmers and researchers. On-farm research often appears risky and costly to participating growers – especially when experimental treatments conflict with growers’ production objectives. Grower intervention in such situations can lead to lack of adequate experimental control (Karlen et al. 2007). From the researcher’s perspective, results of such on-farm studies may be site- or farm-specific with confounding sources of variation (Shennan 2008). However, on-farm studies also tend to be more realistic in terms of scale (field vs. plot), management practices used, and actual production constraints, while they also allow development of chronosequences (e.g., comparing system dynamic at different system development stages) within a relatively short period of time (Drinkwater 2002). A workshop elucidating opinions of key stakeholders involved in the transfer and adoption of cover-crop-based systems in Latin America indicated that the key factor controlling adaptation of cover crops were nontechnical and include poor seed availability of annual cover crops (Anderson et  al. 2001). In Northern Honduras, adaptation of Mucuna spp. as a cover crop in maize systems was abandoned by farmers if land tenure was not secure (Neill and Lee 2001). Additional hindrances for improved integration of cover crops in existing cropping systems
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may include local perceptions and policies (e.g., local research and extension staff favoring conventional high-input-based technologies to risk-averse small producer rather than fostering traditional legume-based mixed cropping systems (Anderson et al. 2001)). In many cases, researchers and policy-makers may promote their own political agenda (e.g., reducing environmental impacts, minimizing external inputs, and enhancing sustainability) instead of addressing end-user needs. Weil and Kremen (2007) reported that in Maryland, cover crops were only grown on 20–25% of the agricultural land during winter fallow despite farmers receiving $50–100 subsidies for growing such crops. Despite their inherent desire to provide good stewardship of local land resources, farmers face the reality of economic survival and may not be in a position to provide environmental services without tangible, direct benefits (Weil and Kremen 2007). Unless farmers are aware of these direct benefits of the use of cover crops, they may be reluctant to integrate them into their existing cropping systems. In many cases, the use of cover crops may not be cost-effective unless they provide multiple benefits and services (Avila et al. 2006a, b; Cherr et al. 2006b; Abdul-Baki et al. 2004). 3.2.1.3 Information and Technology Constraints Constraints on cover crop use in Latin America include the lack of communication among different stakeholders (Anderson et  al. 2001). In the Mid-Western USA, farmers indicated the greatest obstacle to development and adoption of cover-crop technology was lack of basic information (Singer and Nusser 2007). Armed with basic information about selection, management, and services of potential cover crops, many farmers might independently test and evaluate these species. Interestingly, much research has been conducted in these areas in North America. A search of the ISI Web of Knowledge for journal publications including “cover crop” or “green manure” or “living mulch” within the topic found over 10,000 manuscripts between 1923 and 2007. Over 61% of these manuscripts were recent (published since 1990) and most seem to be focused on North American production systems. Despite such an impressive increase in publication numbers, North American producers still cite lack of information about green manure and cover crops as one of the greatest barriers to their use (Singer and Nusser 2007). This indicates that information is not lacking, but that it is not transferred effectively. Historically, most international agricultural research was commodity-based with the main focus being on increasing yields via intensification; use of interdisciplinary and participatory research approaches was limited (Altieri 2002). Over time, research has become more “integrated” and “holistic.” This may be related to increased integration of ecological approaches into mainstream agricultural research (Delate 2002) and the disillusion of green-revolution-based technologies to enhance the livelihoods of farmers in more marginal production settings (Bunch 2000). Current advances in system ecology may be thus used to design and test cropping systems with enhanced plant diversity to improve the functioning of agroecosystems rather than reinstating traditional crop rotations (Drinkwater and
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Snapp 2007). However, considering the North American example, this evolution in research will almost certainly not lift constraints to cover-crop use unless producer’s involvement is improved as well.



3.2.2 System Analysis Effective research on cover crops inherently requires a system focus and use of long-term studies (Shennan 2008; Cherr et  al 2006a). In the current academic climate, implementing this on a field scale may be challenging; extramural funding opportunities for applied long-term farming systems research are limited and within research institutions there exists a growing demand for scientists to generate information and publications quickly and focus more on fundamental research. As a result, most cover-crop publications focus on single system aspects including end-of-season biomass or N accumulation for specific production settings and final yields of subsequent crops. There are some research examples where the relationship between cover-crop growth and environmental conditions were captured (Cherr et  al 2006b, Schomberg et  al. 2007). When environmental conditions are known or can be predicted, models may be used for assessing cover-crop growth and subsequent decomposition, N release, and long-term impacts to other production systems. Likewise, such models can be applied for system analysis and design, by using field studies for development and calibration of these models (Stoorvogel et al. 2004). Within this context, the use of validated simulation tools will allow of extrapolation of results to other production settings or future scenarios. By utilizing on-farm data to develop and extrapolate such models, researchers therefore can more effectively identify benefits and constraints of cover-crop-based systems. Integration of cover crops requires modification of the existing crop rotation schemes and design of the suitable alternative rotations (Selaya Garvizu 2000). Although this may be accomplished by trial and error, this is time-consuming, costly, and risky (van der Burgt et  al. 2006; Keatinge et  al. 1998). The need for quantitative assessment of complex systems across different production environments thus justifies the use of simulation models to integrate processes at a field scale in a more cost-effective manner (Sommer et al. 2007; Stoorvogel et al. 2004; Lu et al. 2000). The use of such models may provide a better insight into both short-term dynamics and long-term system behavior. This can facilitate an improved understanding of processes that are either difficult or costly to measure at different spatial and temporal scales such as long-term effects of cover crop residue management on erosion, production, profits, N leaching, and soil quality (Sommer et  al. 2007; Dabney et al. 2001; Lu et al. 2000; Selaya Garvizu 2000). Lu et al. (2000) used the EPIC model to compare the use of conventional, covercrop-based, and manure-based corn–soybean systems for a period of 60 years. The authors showed that the use of cover crops could greatly reduce external fertilizer requirements and environmental risk, while gross margins were reduced only by 10%. These approaches may also be used to rapidly design viable alternative crop rotation
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schemes (Bachinger and Zander 2007; Dogliotti et al. 2003) or alternative production systems (Tittonell 2008; Dogliotti et al. 2005). Such models may range from simple integration of user knowledge and expertise to complex mechanistic models (Stoorvogel et al. 2004). Alternatively, models may focus on either tactical topics (e.g., with a focus on in-season management decisions) or strategic topics (e.g., design of long-term crop rotation or design and evaluation of alternative farming systems). In terms of cover-crops systems, short-term decomposition dynamics of soilapplied cover-crop residues are typically included in models such as CERES-N, DAISY, NDICEA, and STICS (van der Burgt et  al. 2006; Scopel et  al. 2004; Berkenkamp, et  al. 2002; Gabrielle et  al. 2002; Quemada et  al. 1997). However, surface-applied residues, which are a key aspect of no-tillage systems, tend to decompose slower owing to poor contact with soil microbes, prevalence of fungal decomposers, and drier conditions, while surface-applied residues also feature greater and more prolonged N immobilization (Schomberg et al. 1994). Thus, most crop growth models may not (accurately) model decomposition of surface-applied residues, which hampers their use to assess long-term effects of residue management or no tillage systems on soil quality and soil erosion (Sommer et  al. 2007; Scopel et al. 2004; Schomberg and Cabrera 2001; Steiner et al. 1996). This limitation was overcome by developing surface decomposition modules or modifying decomposition parameters (Scopel et al. 2004; Quemada et al. 1997). Since the Brundtland report, sustainable development has become integral part of the global policy agenda (Speelman et  al. 2007). Within this context, when designing and managing cover-crops systems, operational tools are needed to evaluate their benefits in terms of enhancing sustainability of local natural resource management (NRM) systems within a larger socioenvironmental context (Lopez-Ridaura et al. 2002). This requires a conceptual framework that is participatory, comprehensive, meaningful, and practical, and MESMIS was developed to provide such a tool. This approach uses a cyclic process to aggregate and integrate economic, environmental, and social indicators, and it has been extensively used throughout Latin America (Speelman et  al. 2007). The NRM systems are characterized in terms of key attributes (e.g., productivity), critical points are identified (e.g., poor adaptation of cover crops), and corresponding diagnostic criteria (e.g., ability to adapt new technology) developed, which are then translated into specific indicators (e.g., area in which cover crops are being used) that are readily available on a farm scale. The resulting information is then integrated by combining both qualitative and quantitative techniques with a multicriteria analysis (Lopez-Ridaura et al. 2002). Although the MESMIS has greatly facilitated participatory sustainability assessment, it does not allow for long-term system assessment, while the involvement of end-users was also often limited. Further modifications may thus be required so that it can be more effectively used for the exploration of alternative management systems and system optimization as well (Speelman et al. 2007). Moreover, use of simulation models may also facilitate trade-off analysis of different production components such as labor costs, profits, soil erosion, and environmental risk (Dogliotti et al. 2005; Stoorvogel et al. 2004; Lu et al. 2000).
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3.2.3 Exploration of Alternative Systems Model selection/development and application should fit into a larger system analysis framework as shown in Figs.  3.1 and 3.2. However, most existing models aim to enhance scientific understanding, whereas the use of such models for informed decision-making and improved management of cover crops requires a combination of sound scientific basis with practice-oriented model design (van der Burgt et al. 2006). Ideally, model development and application should be inspired by insights provided by farmers (e.g., participatory modeling). Examples of how models may be used in this fashion for the exploration, and design of more sustainable cover-crops-based vegetable production systems in Uruguay will be discussed in more detail later. The use of the NDICEA model for exploration of more sustainable production practices for vegetable cropping systems in southern Uruguay demonstrated that cover crops could be effective in maintaining and/or enhancing SOM content while reducing external N-fertilizer requirements. However, these benefits differed between soil types (Selaya Garvizu 2000). This work was extended and modelbased explorative land use studies were implemented to evaluate a much larger number of potential production systems, thereby providing a strategic support base for re-orientation of local vegetable production systems (Dogliotti et  al. 2004). First, the ROTAT system (Dogliotti et al. 2003), a tool that was previously developed for generating crop rotation based on user-selected agronomic criteria, was used to assess all possible crop rotations. One proposed technical intervention was the introduction of cover crops and integrate pastures into vegetable cropping systems to reduce soil erosion and increase SOM. Key input and output parameters, including soil erosion, SOM and nutrient balances, environmental impacts, labor use, and economic performance were assessed by different quantitative standard methods using a target-oriented approach. This work generated a large number of
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Fig.  3.2  Key aspects (diagnosis vs. design), system development steps (observing, reflecting, planning, and acting), and system develop actions (measuring, analysis/discussion, and deciding/ selecting) during experiential learning cycle (Rossing et al. 2007)
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alternative production systems, and across these systems, the use of cover crops reduces soil erosion on the average by 45–50% (Dogliotti et al. 2004). By using a mixed linear programming model (Farm Images), production activities could be allocated to production fields differing in soil quality in such a manner that production constraints were met, socioeconomic benefits were maximized, while soil degradation and environmental impacts were minimized. The model was then used to redesign seven local farms, and results showed that erosion may be reduced by 200–400%, the decline in SOM may be reversed, and when compared with the current situation, farm income could be improved for six out of seven farms (Dogliotti et al. 2005). Based on this work, it was concluded that using cover crops during the intercrop period and decreasing the area under vegetable production provide a more sustainable and profitable development option when compared with the current farmer’s practice of increased intensification (Dogliotti et al. 2005). This work was then extended to a large number of farm types (based on farm size, soil quality, and supply of labor, irrigation, mechanization using a similar approach to assess the impact of resource endowment on development options and strategic farm design). An example of this approach for assessing the benefits of cover crops on reducing soil erosion and improving SOM content is shown in Fig. 3.3. Finally, it was also shown that farm resource endowment may limit sustainable development options, while reducing environmental impacts is quite likely to reduce family income as well (Dogliotti et al. 2006). In terms of active farm participation, the FARMSCAPE approach (Carberry et  al. 2002) outlines strategies for integrating participatory action research with simulation model approaches. One key finding was that it is critical to first establish the credibility of such models by linking them with on-farm studies and farmers’ experiences. Moreover, active participation of pilot farmers was required and simulation tools needed to be flexible so that they can be adapted to specific on-farm management conditions. Via interactive dialogues between farmers and researchers, farmers were able to explore their production system and design alternative management practices similar to the “learning from experience,” while this approach can greatly reduce the cost and risk associated with “trying new things” (van der Burgt et  al. 2006; Carberry et  al. 2002). However, assessing overall ecosystem functioning and services using simulation models remains difficult because of the inherent complexity of biophysical and human dimensions of these systems combined with the ecological and economic processes that control them, and the lack of site-specific data (Sommer et al. 2007). Alternative and more pragmatic approaches may thus be required as well, including the development of sustainability indicators such as MESMIS as discussed earlier. Another instance of a design tool for cover-crop-based systems includes GreenCover (Cherr et  al. unpublished; http://lyra.ifas.ufl.edu/GreenCover). This expert system is based on a systematic approach and aims to render information about cover-crops-based systems more relevant, accessible, and organized for potential users by (1) distilling basic “rules” about successful use of cover crops from published studies; (2) applying these rules to farm-specific environment, management, and goals; and (3) using the application of the rules to identify potentially
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suitable cover-crop species from a database containing characteristics of roughly 50 species or species mixtures. In this tool, the user is provided with a list of the species and/or species mixtures as well as links to online management information sources. This kind of approach can be termed as an “information-access tool.” It allows users to interactively explore how changes in management or targeted cover-crop services affect the selection process of cover crops.



3.2.4 Design or Selection of a System Here, we emphasize modes of cover-crop technology development, adaptation, and transfer as examples of system design or selection. A more detailed discussion on cover-crop management is presented elsewhere (Scholberg et al. 2009). As mentioned earlier, this can also provide insights into the other components of the innovation framework already described. 3.2.4.1 Technology Development and Adaptation The process of technical innovation of agroecosystems includes elements of continuous generation of “novelties” (Roep and Wiskerke 2004). These may include different constellations of evolutionary variations of native management techniques, local adaptation/simplification of imported high technology, and more revolutionary or external innovations (Douthwaite et al. 2002; Bunch 2000). Innovations can be simple, e.g., new cover-crops species, or complex, e.g., complete technology package including alternative rotations, new varieties, and equipment. It is critical to first test a “promising technology,” which may be imported from a different production environment on a limited field scale under controlled conditions (e.g., on-station initial screening and development). This may be followed by on-farm testing and further adaptation of the technology in close collaboration with local stakeholders prior to wide-scale promotion of such a technology (Giller 2001). As an example, zero tillage may be perceived as a revolutionary technology that aims to enhance soil ecological functioning and minimize soil degradation of arable cropping systems (Triplett and Dick 2008). Initial adoption of zero tillage after its development in the 1950s was slow and only after a suitable “basket of technology” was developed, e.g., development of special planters, suitable herbicide programs, and accumulation of local expertise. Transfer of cover-crop-based zero tillage systems to other systems that also aimed to minimize the use of herbicides (e.g., organic systems) required development of special roller equipment as well (Creamer and Dabney 2002; Kornecki et al. 2004). During the adaption process (innovation cycle), close interactions occur between developers (innovative farmers/engineers/researchers), novelties (technical innovations), facilitators (extension workers or pilot farmers), and end-users (farmers). During this initial innovation cycle, developers elucidate farmers’ expert knowledge to design a suitable set of technological innovations (“best bet” technology),
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which is then adopted and implemented by pilot farmers on a field scale (“plausible promise”), as discussed by Douthwaite et al. (2002). This may imply further refinement of technological innovations due to prevailing pedo-climatic conditions, farmer’s knowledge and management practices, and socioeconomic factors (Nyende and Delve 2004). During the overall innovation process, there is a gradual transfer of participation and ownership of the innovation from the developer to the adopter who in time becomes the main driving force behind technology transfer (Douthwaite et al. 2002; Neill and Lee 2001). The key to successful integration of cover crops in zero-tillage systems was the development of appropriate equipment for seeding crops (Triplett and Dick 2008). Such planters needed to be heavier and may also contain row cleaners to push aside crop residues and spoked closing wheels to ensure optimal soil structure and seed–soil contact along with the use of stronger and adjustable pressure springs to ensure a constant seeding depth (Sustainable Agricultural Network 2007). However, this “best bet” technology needed to be further adapted to include strip till (“plausible promise”) for vegetable crops to prevent delays in crop development and thus ensure that growers can benefit from favorable market windows (Phatak et  al. 2002). As an example of scaling out, the use of cover crops is often closely linked to zero tillage (Landers 2001), which was developed in the USA during the 1950s and introduced in Brazil during the 1970s (Triplett and Dick 2008). However, it only became more widely adopted in the 1980s. Currently, it is not only commonly used in the USA but also spread to Brazil, Argentina, and Australia (Triplett and Dick 2008). Another example of effective scaling-out of cover crops includes the widespread success and adaptation of mucuna-based maize production systems in Honduras. This process was driven by a spontaneous farmer-to-farmer diffusionbased dissemination. This mechanism for technology transfer was shown to be much more effective than the traditional extension model of technical assistance in different regions (Landers 2001; Neill and Lee 2001). 3.2.4.2 Approaches for Technology Transfer In practice, promising technical interventions for enhancing the livelihood of farmers and the sustainability of agriculture are often not effectively adopted by farmers (Nyende and Delve 2004; Tarawali et al. 2002). As a result, especially resourcepoor farmers often did not benefit from most technological innovations in the past, since they were typically neither appropriate nor affordable (Bunch 2000). Furthermore, traditional approaches for research and technology transfer tend to be reductionist (Drinkwater 2002), lack a “total system” approach (Phatak et al. 2002), and thus are poorly suited for cover-crop-based systems (Cherr et  al. 2006b). Moreover, such systems should be designed based on specific biophysical conditions, while technological innovations should also be appropriate within the local socioeconomic context (Cherr et al. 2006b; Douthwaite et al. 2003). Thus, limited adoption of technical innovations may be related to (i) lack of farm-tested appropriate and cost-effective technology; (ii) timing conflicts with the existing operations; (iii)
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lack of tangible/direct benefits and/or multiple services; (iv) limited access to resources (including capital and seeds); (v) poor matching of interventions with farmers’ priorities; (vi) lack of active participation of farmers during technology development, adaptation, and transfer; (vii) lack of suitable policies and legislation to provide a broader societal support network (Morse and McNamara 2003; Nyende and Delve 2004; Tarawali et al. 2002; Landers 2001). These adaptation factors may vary greatly among regions; for example, the integration of cover crops in some systems (e.g., Brazil) has been successful on a regional scale (Calegari 2003; Landers 2001), while their adaptation in other regions (e.g., SE USA) lagged behind (Phatak et  al. 2002). Moreover, technologies should be linked to local traditional knowledge, practices, and experience. Technological innovations thus need to be appropriate within the local context while direct involvement of farmer’s at all critical development and adoption stages appears to be critical (Leeuwis 1999). Furthermore, active participation of early adopters during the refinement and dissemination of cover crops systems tends to greatly enhance technology transfer efficiency (Tarawali et al. 2002). A large number of alternative approaches to conventional research and extension approaches have been proposed and are being used including (i) farming systems research and extension (Weil and Kremen 2007), (ii) farmer participatory research (Giller 2001, Bentley 1994), (iii) campesino-to-campesino approach (Anderson et  al. 2001), (iv) prototyping (Vereijken 1997), (v) prototyping combined with model-oriented approach (Bouma et  al. 1998), and (vi) co-innovation (Rossing et al. 2007). The first approach aimed to use a more “holistic” and interdisciplinary team approach to facilitate improved understanding of local farming systems and constraints, thereby facilitating the design of more appropriate development options (Douthwaite et al. 2003). However, this method is often rather descriptive and also does not effectively use technological tools including simulation models (Stoorvogel et al. 2004). The second method recognizes that farmers have valuable experiencebased knowledge that complements science-based research approaches and that farmers can also be instrumental in structuring both research objectives and suitable technical innovations (Cardoso et al. 2001). Moreover, active involvement of farmers is critical, since any intentional change requires awareness while change in human conduct is also rooted in both individual and collective learning processes (Leeuwis 1999). Fostering active involvement will induce empowerment, which in turn further enhances technical innovation (Cardoso et al. 2001). Although this sounds appealing, its implementation may be challenging owing to social, cultural, and intellectual barriers between farmers and researchers. Moreover, for this method to be successful, a long-term commitment is required from both parties involved (Bentley 1994), which is exemplified by successful participatory projects (Altieri et al. 2008; Cardoso et al. 2001). The “campesino-to-campesino” approach in Latin America dates back to the 1970s. It has its roots in the popular education movement, and it includes “reflection-action-reflection” elements and emphasizes local empowerment, which is implemented by transferring the control of the development process to the local community. Locally selected farmers (campesinos) also assume leadership, are
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actively involved in experimentation, coordinate the promotion and transfer of technical innovations, and at times may be paid part time for their contributions (Anderson et al. 2001). However, this approach requires an appropriate social environment as was the case in, e.g., Nicaragua. In other regions (e.g., Florida), commercial farmers may perceive their technological innovations as a tool to provide them with a competitive edge and may be reluctant to share intrinsic knowledge on such innovations. Prototyping involves close interaction with farmers to define/rank objectives and to select the corresponding parameters that can be readily quantified (diagnosis and analysis phase). These parameters are then integrated using multiobjective methods to develop a conceptual design (prototype) of an alternative production system (design phase). Subsequently, this “prototype” is implemented, tested, and refined on a field scale in collaboration with selected pilot farmers (rediagnosis and/or redesign phase), before being disseminated to a larger group of farmers (Vereijken 1997). One limitation of this approach is that only a few production systems can be tested in the field (Dogliotti et  al. 2004). Stoorvogel et  al. (2004) combined the prototyping approach with a model-oriented system analysis approach. However, the active contribution of farmers appeared to be limited (e.g., top-down approach) and the basis for sustainability assessment rather narrow when compared with, e.g., MESMIS (Lopez-Ridaura et al. 2002). The co-innovation approach is based on the premises that development is a “social” rather than a “technical” process (Douthwaite et al. 2003) and that technology development occurs through a continuous evolving experimental learning and selection process by farmers (Douthwaite et al. 2002). However, use of a system approach to foster systemic innovation rather than incremental change is also critical to revolutionize the technology transfer process. Moreover, the use of an interdisciplinary approach combined with effective use of simulation models may greatly facilitate the selection of suitable development options (Rossing et  al. 2007). Full integration of all these components (co-innovation) thus seems to provide a powerful tool for fostering technology development, system design while also enhancing the efficiency of technology transfer and adaptation. Active participation of farmers during the problem identification phase (e.g., development of “problem trees,” as shown in Fig. 3.4) and “fine-tuning” of technical interventions (e.g., during the exploration and design phase) aim to structure solutions that are appropriate within the local context (Anderson et al. 2001). Moreover, use of the “impact pathways” approach, which involves a frequent self-reflection and monitoring of the mutual learning process and development trajectory, allows both researchers and end-users to carefully monitor how development tracks and corresponding impacts evolve over time (Douthwaite et al. 2003). An example of key aspects of the integration of a system analysis method used in the co-innovation approach will be illustrated based on an Uruguay case study. In this case, the decline in sustainability of local vegetable systems could not be reversed by simple adjustments of single production components or using standard technological innovation packages. Instead, a redesign of the farm systems as a whole was required. However, such a redesign of farm systems at the strategic level
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Fig. 3.4  Problem tree, which serves as an initial system diagnosis tool, as identified by a commercial vegetable producer in Uruguay. This diagram exemplifies potential benefits of cover crops to enhance crop diversity, suppress weeds, improve soil cover, and inherent soil fertility of erosion-prone intensive vegetable production systems



could only be achieved by a participatory, interdisciplinary systems approach. Field surveys showed that none of the farmers used cover crops as a standard practice during the intercrop periods and only 27% of the farmers had ever grown a cover crop. Most of the farmers used a tillage fallow during the 3–8 month period in between crops. Only 40% of the farmers intentionally tried not to grow the same crop in the same field next season, while 88% of the farmers did not follow an intentional succession of two specific crops (Dogliotti et al., 2003). Moreover, the maximum time horizon for planning the use of a particular field was less than 1 year for 80% of the farmers (Klerkx 2002). The added costs of growing cover crops accounted for just a fraction of total production cost of vegetables and this extra cost was also readily offset by reduced fertilizer cost and increased crop yields (Dogliotti et al. 2005). The lack of machinery for mowing and incorporating large amounts cover crops residues was perceived to be a constraint by some farmers. But the main limitation for adoption appeared to be the short time horizon of planning of farms’ fields use and the lack of defined crop successions or rotations. This survey thus revealed that allocation of crops to fields is rather an “operational”
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or “tactical” decision than a “strategic” one, and despite the promising results of cover-crops-based systems in experimental stations and farmers’ fields, their use was not adopted by farmers in the region. The use of simulation-models and expert systems (e.g., ROTAT, Dogliotti et  al. 2003) facilitated the exploration of cover-crop-based crop rotation systems that were appropriate within the local context. These initial explorations were then modified based on discussions with local producers, and their feedback was used to “fine-tune” system design prior to on-farm implementation of these systems. 3.2.4.3 Sustainability of Technology Adoption In addition to inducing change and improvements, technological innovation should also aim to harness long-term sustainable development. Although farmers may be enticed to adopt innovations based on perceived short-term benefits, it may be more difficult to assess how such innovation meets the stability, resilience, and reliability criteria listed by Lopez-Ridaura et al. (2002). Assessing the medium to long-term effects of innovations on agroecosystem functioning is difficult and time-consuming (Drinkwater 2002) and may require use of simulation models (Stoorvogel et  al. 2004). Increased management complexity and greater perceived risk may hamper adoption and long-term use of ecology-based systems (Shennan 2008), which can hamper both short-term adoption and long-term use of cover-crops-based systems. In Honduras, extensive adoption of mucuna-based corns systems was abandoned by many farmers within a few years due to changes in land-tenure, invasion of an obnoxious weed, and extreme weather conditions (Neill and Lee 2001). Although simulation models may not capture all potential contributing factors, they may facilitate improved risk assessment for different scenarios. This may be especially important in the context of current trends in climate change and more frequent occurrence of erratic and extreme weather and rainfall patterns (Stoorvogel et al. 2004). Finally, it was also argued that broadening the global genetic base of cover crops proposed for development options needs to be considered (in order to minimize the risk of build up of pests as was the case of Leacaeana psyllid). Therefore, diversification of the proposed innovations and developed options will be critical for long-term sustainability of cover-crop-based systems (Anderson et  al. 2001). However, preservation and improved integration of traditional knowledge on cover crop practices will be critical as well to prevent an erosion of a collective heritage that took thousands of years to evolve (Altieri 2002).



3.3 Innovations in Cover-Crop-Based Systems in Case Study Regions Below, we provide a brief historic perspective on key factors related to innovation in cover-crop-based systems in four regions of the Americas (Florida, USA; Paraná and Santa Catarina, Brazil; and Canelones, Uruguay). Special emphasis is placed
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on the components of the innovation framework discussed in the previous section: (1) characterization and diagnosis of constraints, (2) analysis of system behavior, (3) exploration of alternative systems, and (4) design of more sustainable production systems. In most cases, we also outline key factors affecting technology transfer and adoption within the context of local socioeconomic conditions and prevailing management practices.



3.3.1 Florida 3.3.1.1 Biophysical Production Environment The study region (North Central Florida) is located in the Southeastern U.S. (29°25¢ N and 82°10¢ W). The average temperature is 19°C, and frosts may occur between November and March. Average annual rainfall is 1,200 mm with 52% of this rainfall occurring from June to September. With an area of 2.5 million ha and a total revenue of $7.8 billion, agriculture is a key component of Florida’s economy (NASS 2007). The statewide average farm size is 99 ha and citrus (251,568 ha), sugarcane (163,968 ha), hay production (105,263 ha), vegetable crops (179,800 ha), peanuts (130,000 ha), and cotton (103,000) are some of the key agricultural crops. Their corresponding contributions to statewide farm revenues were 21.1, 5.5, 1.4, 24.0, 0.9, and 0.4%. In comparison, ornamental crop and livestock operations contributed 12.6% and 18.7% to statewide farm revenues, respectively (NASS 2007). The dominant soil types in the study region include excessively drained sandy soils (>95% sand) containing only 1–2% soil organic matter and soils typically have poor water and nutrient retention capacities (Cherr et al. 2006c; Zotarelli et al. 2007a, b). Most vegetable crops are produced using raised beds covered with plastic mulch in combination with drip irrigation (Zotarelli et al. 2008a, b).



3.3.1.2 Characterization and Diagnosis of Constraints Within the US, Florida is the largest producer of citrus, tomatoes, sweet corn, watermelon, and snap bean and the second largest producer of bell peppers, cucumbers, and strawberries (NASS 2007). Current concerns about global warming and environmental quality issues will require growers to make more efficient use of water and nutrients and reduce inorganic fertilizer use (Cherr et al. 2006c; Zotarelli et al. 2008a, b). Historically, Florida has greatly depended on the use of fumigants to control weeds, pathogens, nematodes, and insects, and it is one of the largest users of methyl bromide. Future restrictions on the use of methyl bromide may undermine the viability of vegetable production in this region because the cost-effectiveness of alternatives to this fumigant remains an issue (Abdul-Baki et al. 2004). Increased globalization and lifting of trade barriers have also resulted in increased competition with other production regions (e.g., Brazil and Mexico), which have lower labor cost and less restrictive environmental regulations.
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Steep increases in fertilizer, fuel, and labor costs along with citrus canker, and citrus greening disease epidemics are among the main concerns for citrus growers in the region. Since inherent soil fertility is poor and potential nutrient losses are appreciable, conventional growers mainly depend on chemical fertilizers (Zotarelli et al. 2008a, b). Organic growers often use external nutrient sources that are expensive, and their use may be restricted by food safety or certification issues (for example, animal manure). For organic growers, effective weed control is one of the key factors hampering successful transition, and cover crops may thus provide them with a cost-effective option to manage weeds (Linares et al. 2008). In our experience, the presence of coarse sandy soils hampered build up of SOM and effective inoculation of leguminous winter cover crops, and supplemental K-fertilizer was required to enhance cover crops performance. Warm-season cover crops, on the other hand, generally thrived on these sandy soils and are readily colonized by native rhizobium species (Linares et al. 2008). 3.3.1.3 System Analysis and Exploration of Alternative Systems Use of Cover Crops for Weed Suppression in Orchard Systems Organic vegetable growers in Florida tend to use a weed fallow during the hot and humid summer months, since high pest and disease pressures prevent the cultivation of most commercial crops. However, this practice may also favor build-up of weeds (Collins et  al. 2007), while effective weed control remains a key concern of most organic growers (Ngouajio et al. 2003). Therefore, the use of summer cover crops such as sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea) and cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) may provide growers with an option to improve inherent soil fertility, prevent the build-up of weed seedbank, and suppress noxious weeds such as yellow nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus) and Pigweed (Amaranthus hybridus). Greenhouse studies showed that sunn hemp provided relatively poor weed control during initial growth when compared with a more compact crop such as cowpea (Collins et  al. 2007). However, field studies showed that sunn hemp was most effective in suppressing weeds toward the end of the growing season, which may be related to its slow initial growth (Linares et al. 2008). Thus, effective weed suppression in annual Florida organic systems may require use of cover crops with complementary growth and canopy characteristics. Cover crops have been used extensively in perennial production systems throughout the world – especially tree-crop and shrub-crop production systems (Anderson et al. 2001). Some of the main issues of their use are related to effective weed control, uniform and compact growth, adequate erosion control, provision/retention of nutrients, and potential competition for water under water-limiting conditions. Effective use of cover crops may reduce establishment (e.g., fertilizer) cost and/or provide financial returns (e.g., forages and pulses) during the tree establishment period (Anderson et al. 2001). In terms of perennial production systems in the subtropical and tropical regions, the following warm-temperature adapted perennial and annual species may be viable candidates: perennial peanut (Arachis pinto and A. glabrata), Canavalia
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spp., pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan), Crotalaria spp., indigos (Idigofera spp.), velvetbean (Mucuna spp.), and Vigna spp. (Linares et al. 2008; Anderson et al. 2001). However, use of A. pinto is not feasible in North Florida due to winter freezes. In this region, winter annuals most commonly used in perennial systems include winter rye, vetch, black oats (Avena strigosa), crimson clover (Trifolium incarnatum), lupin, and forage radish (Raphanus sativus). We tested each of these species for weed control potential in an organic citrus production system in North Florida. Of the warm-temperature cover-crop species we tested, sunn hemp (Crotalaria juncea) was the most prolific cover crop. It generated 5.3–12.6 Mg ha−1 when compared with 5.9–9.5 Mg ha−1 for hairy indigo, 3.7–7.6 Mg ha−1 for pigeon pea, 2.4–5.1 for Mg ha−1 for cowpea (Vigna unguiculata), and 1.0–2.8 Mg ha−1 for velvetbean (Mucuna pruriens). Both sunn hemp and cowpea were most effective in suppressing weeds and reduced weed biomass by 83–97% (Linares et al. 2008). Pigeon pea did not provide effective weed control; similar observations were made with citrus in Bolivia (Anderson et al. 2001) and Brazil (Matheis and Victoria Filho 2005). We used both “bushy” and “vining” Mucuna types, but neither performed well under our conditions; this may have been related to the poor water retention capacity of our sandy soils. This is in contrast with studies in Central America where velvetbean grew more vigorously and provided effective weed suppression (Neill and Lee 2001). Although we tested jackbean (Canavalia ensiformis) on a small plot basis and this crop appeared to be well adapted to sandy soils, lack of access to seed sources prevented detailed assessment of its performance. In other regions, this crop is a prolific biomass producer, grows well under adverse conditions, is used for forage production as well, and is also suitable for intercropping (Nyende and Delve 2004; Anderson et al. 2001). In terms of winter cover crops, the best performing species were winter rye (3.2– 6.0 Mg ha−1), forage radish (3.2–4.3 Mg ha−1), crimson clover (1.7–5.0 Mg ha−1), and black oats (1.3–3.6 Mg ha−1). Use of cover-crop mixtures (one or more species) greatly enhanced biomass production (3.6–8.0 Mg ha−1). Crop performance and weed suppression by winter leguminous cover crops were erratic during the first years, which were related to the poor adoption to sandy soils, but over time, their performance improved. Rye and radish were more effective in suppressing weeds while mixes of these two cover crops reduced weed biomass to less then 2% of that in controls and thus may provide a very effective weed control (Linares et al. 2008). The initial growth of perennial peanut (A. glabrata) in this system was very slow and its initial weed suppression ability was poor. Repeated mowing improved the performance of this species over time, and it may provide a valuable forage for additional farm income. However, its growth and weed suppression during the first 3 years of study was clearly inferior to the annual cover crops tested. Annual Cover Crops as a Green Manure in Vegetable Crops Historically, crops such as velvet bean were used as a green manure until about the 1930s. After this time, the availability of cheap inorganic fertilizers reduced their attractiveness as N sources (Buckles et al. 1998). Currently, cover crops in Florida
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vegetable cropping systems are usually incorporated via tillage. However, since tillage enhances soil mineralization, this may offset carbon sequestration and soil quality benefits (Phatak et al. 2002). Conventional production systems for crops such as tomato and pepper include the use of black mulch, which serves to facilitate fumigation, suppress weeds, reduce evaporation, leaching, increase soil temperatures and initial growth, and prevent soil contact of harvestable products (Carrera et al. 2007). However, its use involves energy, economic and environmental costs for production, and purchase and disposal, while their use also can enhance run-off of pesticides (Abdul-Baki et al. 1996, 1999). Experiments conducted by Abdul-Baki et al. (2004) in South Florida demonstrated that cover-crop-based systems (e.g., growing cowpea or velvet bean) had similar marketable tomato yields when compared with the use of mulch and methyl bromide, while production cost could be reduced by $1,544 ha−1. On-farm demonstration trials by Avila (2006c) in South Florida showed that use of sunn hemp-based systems could offset marketing risk of conventional tomato systems by increasing yields and reducing use of herbicide and external fertilizer inputs. These findings were similar to those of previous studies in which systems based on cover crops and zero-tillage improved soil quality and nutrient retention while reducing agrochemicals, external input use, production costs, environmental impacts, and soil erosion (Abdul-Baki et al. 1996, 2002, 2004). Another field study was conducted in north central Florida to assess the benefits of a reduced-tillage cover-crop-based system for vegetable crops between 2001 and 2005. This study included different combinations of both summer and winter cover crops [sunn hemp, rye (Secale cereale), lupin (Lupinus angustifolus), and vetch (Vicia spp.); Avila et al. 2006a, b; Cherr 2004). Overall biomass and N accumulation of summer cover crops were on the order of 8.0–12.2 Mg ha−1 and 146–172 kg N ha−1 whereas production of leguminous winter cover crops was much lower (2.0–4.0 Mg ha−1 and 51–104 kg N ha−1) (Cherr et al. 2006c). However, in the warm and humid climate, most of the N from winter-killed sunn hemp was released quickly, and growth of subsequent cover crops and economic crops was too slow to effectively utilize it (Cherr 2004; Cherr et al. 2006a, c). The use of a vetch and rye biculture allowed uptake of this N and also resulted in improved winter-cover-crop growth and N accumulation (7.2 Mg ha−1 and 135 kg N ha−1; Avila et al. 2006a, b). Changing rye and vetch proportions in this mixture greatly affected the C:N ratio of the cover-crop residue (e.g., 69 for pure rye system, 26 for 67% rye–33% vetch system, and 14 for pure vetch system). Although total biomass was greatest for mixed systems, N accumulation was greatest for pure vetch systems. In terms of yield benefits to subsequent crops, cover-crops-based systems provided clear yield benefits for sweet corn, broccoli, and watermelon (Cherr et  al. 2007; Avila et  al. 2006a, b). However, unlike studies at more northern locations (Bhardwaj 2006; Carrera et al., 2007; Burkett et al., 1997), the cover-crops-based systems in Florida only provided limited yield benefits and inorganic N-fertilizer savings. Although the cover-crop-based systems provided N-benefits on the order of 60–70 kg N ha−1, enhanced early economic crop growth, and N accumulation, these systems were still out-yielded by conventional controls receiving 267 kg N ha−1
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(Cherr et al. 2007). Generally, the low soil fertility combined with the poor nutrient retention capacity of Florida soils does not support top production levels unless substantial amounts of supplemental nutrients are supplied throughout the growing season. This is related to the prevailing sandy soils that hamper efficient nutrient retention and build-up of SOM even in the absence of tillage. Although cover-cropbased systems provide substantial amounts of both C and N, the enhancement of the inherent long-term nutrient supply capacity of the system appears to be limited, since SOM is poorly protected and nutrients released by residues are prone to leaching. Therefore, the system is poorly buffered, and thus pools are exhausted rapidly prior to the development of an extensive root system of the commercial crop. Pasture systems thus may be more effective in improving inherent soil fertility when compared with annual cover crops. Moreover, maize crops may be particularly unsuited to cover-crop-based systems in these conditions because its capacity for N uptake during early growth is limited. Detailed 15N studies (Zotarelli unpublished data) showed that N-uptake efficiency of sweet maize was only 14% for soil nitrate present at planting when compared with 48% for N released 1 month after planting. 3.3.1.4 Technology Adoption The adoption of cover-crop-based systems in Florida by farmers is limited and mainly confined to organic producers. Conventional growers may opt to use sorghum Sudan grass (Sorghum bicolor var. Sudan grass) during summer fallow and winter rye as a soil cover in commercial vegetable cropping systems. Although cover crops may be perceived as an environmentally sound management option, their use can interfere with the standard management practices in conventional systems in this region. In an on-farm study, it was observed that full-grown sunn hemp was very tall (>2 m), and the thick-stemmed plants produced a recalcitrant residue layer. During subsequent bed formation of tomatoes, this material hampered bed formation and thereby reduced the effectiveness of fumigation and subsequent weed suppression since the residue caused tearing of the plastic mulch. Based on suggestions of the participating grower, use of repeated mowing resulted in a less coarse residue material and acceptable biomass benefits, which underlines the importance of active farm participation during technology development. In Florida, the absence of incentives, lack of appropriate recommendations, and suitable equipment may hamper widespread adoption of cover-crop-based systems in vegetable cropping systems. Since the use of zero- or reduced-tillage on sandy soils in Florida is limited and there is a lack of suitable planters, the risk of poor initial crop establishment and yield reductions of subsequent commercial crops also increases. These factors may further hamper the use of cover-crops-based conservation systems in the region. In contrast, 58–64% of the farmers in neighboring Alabama use reduced- or zero-tillage for crops such as cotton and maize (Bergtold et al., 2005). Even in North Florida, there may be producers within subregions or
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niche markets for whom cover-crop use is more feasible. On the heavier soils in the northwest Florida panhandle, there is more of a tradition to integrate reduced tillage into conventional operations while leguminous winter cover crop also tend to perform better on these soils. Moreover, proximity to Alabama and Georgia may provide opportunities for farmers in this subregion to successfully adapt cover crops systems developed in these neighboring states as well. Both positive and negative incentives (price premiums and regulatory requirements, respectively) may also encourage organic growers in Florida to use cover-crop-based systems. In this case, lack of technical information by traditional local extension approaches and different pedo-climatic conditions from other key organic production regions may force growers to engage themselves with on-farm experimentation and technology development of cover-crop-based systems. So, it appears that lack of incentives and suitable technologies continues to hamper the adoption of cover-crop-based in conventional production systems. While in organic systems, where cover crops can provide a much broader array of services, the lack of viable alternatives justifies development of cover-crop-based systems.



3.3.2 Brazil 3.3.2.1 Biophysical Production Environment The study region (Paraná) is located in the Southern region of Brazil between latitudes 22°29¢S and 26°42¢S and longitudes 48°02¢W and 54°37¢W. Paraná is located in the tropical and subtropical transition zone. The climate is humid-subtropical with hot summers and drought periods no longer than three to four weeks. The mean annual precipitation ranges between 1,400 and 2,000 mm. Most rain occurs during the summer (October–March). Almost 40% of Paraná’s area consists of soils derived from basalt beds with heavy clay and fertile soils. In this region, agricultural cropping systems mainly include annual crops such as soybean, wheat, cassava, sugarcane, cotton, and coffee. In the northwest, soils derived from sandstones dominate, and in this region beef cattle and orange production are of greater importance. The agricultural acreage in Paraná amounts to 17.6 million hectare, of which 4.0 and 2.7 million hectare have been planted with soybean and maize, respectively. Nationally, Paraná is the largest producer of beans, maize, and wheat; and second in soybeans, cassava, and sugar cane; third in tobacco; and fourth in coffee. In 2007, Paraná grain production represented 22% of the national production (IBGE 2008). The grain production in 2006 was 11.9 million tons of soybean, 14.3 million tons of maize; 1.9 million tons of wheat; 0.7 million tons of beans. Key factors such as climate and soil have made it possible to produce a wide variety of crops. However, the success of agriculture in Paraná was possible due to efforts of the state research and extension agencies to implement long-term watershed-based soil and water conservation programs including a combination of zero tillage and cover-crop-based crop rotations.
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3.3.2.2 Characterization and Diagnosis of Constraints Intensive agriculture in Paraná started upon colonization during the early 1900s and the state was the main coffee producer for several decades. The area planted with coffee reached 1.8 million ha by 1975. At that time, however, a severe frost decimated coffee and most of the coffee fields were converted to mechanized annual cropping systems and pastures. Additional land was converted to arable land as well as more people moved into the area. Soybean–wheat-based crop rotations became the dominant cropping system during the 1970s and 1980s. These cropping systems featured burning of crop residues followed by tillage with heavy disc harrows and moldboard plows. Soil surface disaggregation, reduced soil water infiltration, soil crusting, and soil compaction led to severe erosion problems (10–40 Mg soil erosion ha−1 year−1) and a steep decline in inherent soil fertility (Calegari 2003; Derpsch et al. 1986). Initially, terracing and planting along contour lines was promoted to minimize further erosion. However, during the early 1970s, zero tillage systems were also introduced in Paraná (Calegari 2003; Landers 2001). During the early 1990s, the acreage under zero tillage in Brazil reached 1 million hectare. However, the adoption of zero tillage systems intensified other problems such as weeds and pests, and also exacerbated soil compaction, while it also posed problems associated with thatch layer accumulation. The development of soil management and cropping systems strategies, including the use of cover crops, thus became important research topics to improve the sustainability of local agriculture production systems in Paraná (Calegari 2003). In particular, research showed that diversification of crop rotations under zero tillage increased the average yield of soybean and maize and lowered fuel, fertilizer, pesticides, and labor requirements (Muzilli 2006; Calegari 2003). Additional benefits such as increase in soil carbon stock and cation exchange capacity, greater soil water infiltration and soil aggregation, and reduction of runoff have been frequently reported in the literature (Triplett and Dick 2008; Zotarelli et al. 2005a, b, 2007a; Sisti et al. 2004; Calegari 2003; Sa et al. 2001; Six et al. 2000; Boddey et al. 1997; Derpsch et al. 1986). 3.3.2.3 System Analysis and Exploration of Alternative Systems Weed suppression by cover crops has provided a critical component in the successful adaptation of zero tillage systems in Paraná by cutting herbicide use and weed control costs by up to 25–42% (Teasdale et  al. 2007; Derpsch 1998). Use of species, e.g., oats, rye, radish, lupin, and sunn hemp, that can be killed mechanically may further reduce or eliminate herbicide use but some manual weeding during the growth season may still be required (Teasdale et al. 2007). Selection of cover crops is based on local availability of affordable seeds, their effectiveness in providing soil cover and suppressing weeds, and to supply nutrients to a subsequent cash crop. Recommended cover crops in Paraná include oats (Avena spp.), white radish (R. sativus), pigeon pea, mucuna, vetches, lupins, lablab (Lablab purpureus), sunflower (Helianthus annuus), pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum), and pastures (see also Calegari 2003).
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Table 3.1  Examples of crop rotation systems recommended to Paraná (Embrapa 2006) Percent of State region Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 soybean North/West OA/MA CA/SO PM+M/SO WH/SO – 75 North/West/Central LU/MA OA/SO WH/SO – – 66 Southeast VE/MA WH/SO OA/MA WH/SO BA/SO 60–80 BA = barley; CA = canola; LU = lupin; M = mucuna; MA = maize; OA=oats; PM = pearl millet; SO = soybean; VE= vetch; WH = wheat



Soybean is the most important cash crop that is also grown most frequently (60–80% of rotations). Table  3.1 provides a brief description of standard recommended crop rotation for zero tillage systems in Paraná for different production regions. Crop rotation design is based on (1) species characteristics (legume vs. gramineae), (2) residue quality and quantity, and (3) occurrence of diseases and nematodes. In terms of fertility management, biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) plays an important role in the improvement of sustainability of local cropping systems. Soybean accumulates large quantities of N, 80% of which is generally supplied by BNF in rhizobium-inoculated varieties (Alves et  al. 2006; Zotarelli 2000, 2005). However, owing to the high amount of N removed with the harvested product, relatively little of the N is left in the field (Alves et al. 2002). Under zero tillage conditions, the inclusion of winter legume cover crops such as lupin or vetch every 3–4 years in the crop rotation thus is critical to maintain SOM and inherent soil fertility and to minimize runoff and erosion via enhanced crop water infiltration and soil and nutrient retention. This has been shown to greatly enhance the yields and sustainability of local cropping systems (Derpsch et al. 1986). Well-managed zero tillage/cover-crop-based systems can reduce erosion by 95% (Prado Wildner et  al. 2004). On-farm studies in North Paraná showed that zero tillage increased soybean and wheat yields by 34% and 14%, respectively; whereas corresponding additional yield benefits associated with integration of cover crops in crop rotations were 19% and 6% (Calegari et al. 1998). Recent experiments in this region showed that lupin accumulated up to 10 Mg ha−1 of dry biomass with N accumulation around 250 kg ha−1. The BNF contribution for lupin was approximately 70%, which translates to an input of approximately 175 kg ha−1 of external N being added. Lupin-based maize systems receiving no other N inputs yielded 47% more when compared with maize following oats receiving typical fertilizer rates of 80 kg N ha−1 (Zotarelli 2005). Integrating zero-tillage with winter cover crops also increased soil C accumulation (Sisti et  al. 2004) via stabilization of aggregate-associated C (Denef et al. 2007; Zotarelli et al. 2007a). However, as soybean is the main cash crop, use of certain legume cover crops that host soybean diseases must be restricted [such as pigeon pea and lupin cover crops that also host stem canker (Phomopsis phaseoli)]. These problems may be solved by changing crop sequence within rotations and/or by using resistant soybean cultivars. Other challenges with cover crops include insufficient mulch layer formation
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or reduced emergence of subsequent economic crops when an adequate mulch layer is sufficient to provide other benefits. Again, these problems can be solved by relatively simple changes in management, such as lengthening the interval between the killing of the cover crop and maize planting and use of relatively recalcitrant cover crops (small grains or cover-crop mixtures including small grains). 3.3.2.4 Technology Adoption One of the key contributing factors to the success of zero tillage systems was the diversification of crop rotations including the use of cover crops. More than 25 million hectare have been cultivated under zero tillage in Brazil in 2006 and, in the same year around 95% of grain crop land was under zero tillage in Paraná. Rapid expansion of cover crop and no till systems was greatly facilitated by participatory farming system approaches. These approaches gave farmers a central role during the problem identification, structuring of solutions and aimed also to strengthen linkages between researchers and extension workers (Sempeho et  al. 2000). In general, farmer-to-farmer demonstration and dissemination approaches were the most effective. For larger farmers, both the private sector and experts from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) also contributed to this process, whereas for smaller farmers, state extension agencies played a more important role (Landers 2001). However, the main boost in adoption occurred when production costs of zero tillage systems were less than those of conventional tillage, suitable recommendations were in place and the method was also effectively integrated in standard teaching and extension programs (Landers 2001). Other factors affecting adoption included: creating awareness of clear incentives for adoption of cover crop and zero tillage systems; active contribution of pilot farmers that championed zero tillage and adapted such systems to local conditions; presence of effective farm organizations; and access to subsidies or credit permitting farmers to invest in technology (Pieri et al. 2002; Sempeho et al. 2000). Moreover, local supply networks for affordable seeds, tools, equipment, and local knowledge were also critical to sustain the continuous development as they promoted local self-reliance ensured long-term sustainability of the effort (Pieri et al. 2002; Landers 2001). 3.3.2.5 Innovations in Cover-Crop-Based Conservation Tillage Systems in Santa Catarina Santa Catarina is a hilly region in southern Brazil with heavy soils and high annual rainfall (1,200–2,370 mm), and 40–80% of the agricultural land is prone to medium to severe erosion (Prado Wildner et  al., 2004). Similar to southern Uruguay, this region features relatively small-scale family-based intensive crop production systems. Some of the key crops include maize, beans, potato, and tobacco as well as intensively managed vegetable systems such as onion, garlic, tomato, cauliflower, pepper, and beets (Prado Wildner et al., 2004). Although there has been a trend of
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increased intensification and a rural exodus of farm workers, the hilly topography has hampered development of large-scale mechanized agriculture. During the 1960s, the use of terracing was promoted to stem soil erosion, but (as in Paraná) neither did this address the real problem (e.g., lack of soil cover) nor did it fit local needs, so adoption was poor. During the 1970s, increased mechanization resulted in extensive and devastating soil erosion. Technical assistance to solve these problems was provided by neighboring institutes in Paraná state. Local extension agents initiated cover-crops-based zero tillage systems on pilot farms in 1978. To ensure availability of cover crops, farmers were provided with small quantities of common vetch (Vicia sativa), but they were required to multiply this seed locally. Availability of suitable seeds in Santa Catarina greatly varies depending on the species, year, and region. Relatively, few farmers specialize in the production of cover crops seeds, and in some years, seeds of leguminous cover crops may still not be available; therefore, this remains one of the main constraining factors for adoption of cover-crop-based systems. Despite this constraint, farmland in cover-crop-based zero tillage systems in the region increased from 5% in 1987 to 44% in 1997. This rapid expansion was related to a number of factors: (1) farmer-driven technology, (2) development of a variety of equipment by local entrepreneurs tailored to the specific needs of different farm management types and distribution of this equipment by larger agro-industrial companies, (3) reduced labor requirements from mechanization, which enhanced the livelihood of local farmers, (4) presence of an effective local agricultural research and extension network, (5) government abandoning subsidies for use of agroechemicals during the 1980s, (6) strong presence of family-based farming systems with secure land tenure, and (7) presence of NGOs that helped structure local education and research programs (Prado Wildner et al., 2004). Reported yield of local cover-crop-based maize systems were 30% higher when compared with the conventional systems. The use of cover crops combined with reduced tillage in this region was capable of increasing both SOM and fertilizer-use efficiency and lowering operational costs, but has increased herbicide requirements (Amado et  al. 2006; Prado Wildner et al., 2004). Onion production expanded greatly during the 1970s and 1980s in the Upper Itajai River Valley of the Santa Catarina region. The use of mechanical tillage on steep slope combined with fine textured soils in onion cropping systems that have sparse canopies and add very little residues resulted in pronounced soil erosion (Prado Wildner et al., 2004). Reduced-tillage systems were introduced to combat this problem and were adopted by 60–70% of the farms. Black oat, oilseed radish, and/or vetch are used as cover crops and these are rotated with onions, although onions still must receive supplemental N applications to minimize the risk of N-immobilization. Maize is frequently grown following onion and benefits from residual soil nutrients. In some cases, maize may be intercropped with mucuna, while Canavalia and Crotalaria species also can be effectively grown as summer cover crops, but farmers usually prefer intercropping with edible beans during this time. Over the years, these systems evolved and were also adapted by local organic farmers. However, in these systems, farmers opted to use a mix of different cover
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crops (e.g., a rye, radish, vetch mixtures) to enhance the functionality and performance of the cover-crops system (Altieri et al. 2008). The use of cover crops allowed the development of innovative organic reduced-tillage systems and reduced weed growth by more than 90% and thus provided farmers with a cost-effective weed management option (Altieri et  al. 2008). On-farm studies in this region have used systems developed by local farmers based on native knowledge and innovations. The main role of researchers has been to provide suggestions and to make benefits of locally developed systems more explicit to a broader (international) audience. The success story of cover-crop-based systems in Brazil is closely linked to their integrative use in conservation tillage systems. Such initiative may serve as a development framework for other regions and systems with similar conditions, including both conventional and organically managed vegetable production systems in Uruguay.



3.3.3 Uruguay 3.3.3.1 Biophysical Environment The study region (Canelones) is a hilly region located in Southern Uruguay (34°25¢ S and 56°15¢ E). The average annual temperature is 16°C (10°C in July to 23°C in January), and light frosts may occur between June and September. Average annual rainfall is 1,100 mm and water deficits tend to occur between October and March, while water surplus may be observed between May and August. Clay and silty clay loam soils prevail and SOM content for native undisturbed soils may range between 4.5% and 6.5% but may decline to 1–3% under continuous cultivation of conventional agricultural systems. Soil erosion due to intense rainfall events may result in soil losses of 9–15 Mg ha−1 year−1. Soil degradation has resulted in soil crusting, reduced aeration, infiltration, and water retention capacity. More than 70% of the farms are smaller than 20 ha and vegetable production is the main source of income for 27% of growers. The main vegetable crops grown in the area include squash, carrot, onion, garlic, potato, sweet potato and sweet maize, and tomato. 3.3.3.2 Characterization and Diagnosis of Constraints The Uruguayan vegetable production sector has been facing a cycle of increased production intensity and input prices, falling commodity prices, and depletion of natural resources. Between 1990 and 1998, vegetable production increased by 24%, crop yields increased by 29% while cropped area decreased by 9% (DIEA-PREDEG 1999). Simultaneously, inflation corrected prices of vegetable products between 1992 and 2001 decreased by 34% (CAMM 2002) and an additional 15% between 2001 and 2004 (CAMM 2005). Southern Uruguay has the highest concentration of small or family farms (farms where most of the labor is provided by family members).
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Around 88% of the farms with vegetable production as main source of income are family farms (Tommasino and Bruno 2005). Between 1990 and 2000, the number of these vegetable farms decreased by 20% (DIEA 2001). Those farms remaining in business had to increase production and product quality, while reducing product prices to maintain family income. The strategy followed by most farmers was to intensify and specialize their production systems. The average vegetable cropped area per farm in southern Uruguay increased, while the average total area per vegetable farm stayed approximately the same. The average number of crops per farm also decreased. The observed increase in crop yields was attained via increased use of irrigation, external inputs (fertilizers, biocides, and energy), and higher quality seeds (Aldabe 2005). However, this strategy intensified the pressure on the already deteriorated soils and limited farm resources. Only 27% of the farmers may at times use cover crops, while 90% of the farmers depend exclusively on chemical fertilizers (Klerkx 2002). Increasing crop area and narrowing crop types without an adequate planning has often interfered with farm operations and caused inefficient use of production resources, increased dependence on external inputs, and greater environmental impacts. Consequently, farm incomes are inadequate to cover basic family needs, to maintain farm infrastructure and preserve the natural resource base. When farmers in Canelón Grande were asked what they perceived to be the main environmental problems, the most common responses were global climate (39%), pollution by residues of agrochemical products (15%), and problems with pests and diseases (11%). Only 9% indicated soil erosion as their main environmental problem (Klerkx 2002). However, 88% of the interviewed farmers were aware of the occurrence of soil erosion on their own farms. The use of terracing and maintaining a rough soil surface were practices that farmers typically perceived to be effective in controlling erosion, while only 8% mentioned the use of cover crops or the importance of maintaining adequate vegetation cover (Klerkx 2002). Lack of farmer knowledge about the benefits of cover crops, therefore, appeared to be a significant constraint to their use, thus hampering development and adoption of cover-crop-based systems in this region. 3.3.3.3 System Analysis and Exploration of Alternative Systems During the 1990s, several experiments were conducted on experimental stations and commercial farms in South Uruguay to investigate the effects of cover crops and organic amendments on vegetable crop yields and soil quality. When compared with conventional management, these experiments showed significant increases in vegetable crop yields after cover crops and animal manure applications. In crops such as potato, sweet potato, onion, carrot, garlic, and sweet pepper, yield increases ranged from 9% to 65% after summer or winter green manures when compared with fallow (Docampo and Garcia, 1999; Garcia and Reyes, 1999; Gilsanz et  al. 2004). Winter cover crops tested included oats, black oats, wheat (Triticum aestivum), and peas (Vicia spp.) in pure stands or in mixtures; summer cover crops were maize, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), foxtail millet (Setaria italica), mucuna, cowpea, and Crotolaria species. Aboveground biomass production ranged from 3.5 to 11 Mg
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DM ha−1 and 3 to 19 Mg DM ha−1 for winter and summer cover crops, respectively (Peñalva and Calegari 2000; Docampo and Garcia, 1999; Garcia and Reyes, 1999; Gilsanz et al. 2004). Dogliotti et  al. (2005) showed that erosion control support practices such as terracing are not adequate to decrease soil erosion below the tolerance limits in vegetable farms in South Uruguay. However, inclusion of cover crops during the intercrop periods and alternation of horticultural crops with pastures do have the potential to reduce soil erosion by a factor of 2–4 while reversing SOM losses, since SOM values increased with 130–280 kg ha−1 year−1 (Dogliotti et al. 2005). In 2005, a project was initiated by a local team of scientists to develop sustainable vegetable farming systems in six farms in the region. The study was extended to 16 conventional and organic farms in 2007. On each farm, the development process involved a continuous cycle of diagnostic-design-implementation-evaluation components, and initial results were used during a subsequent design and testing cycle as well. In mixed farming systems, the use of perennial rye grass and red clover (Lolium perenne and Trifolium pratense) mixtures or alfalfa (Medicago sativa) can be a viable production option since it can provide a source of high-quality forage while also enhancing SOM (Selayu Garvizu 2000). Use of cover crops that include a small grain species was considered preferable, since they produce greater amounts of more recalcitrant residues and may be more effective in improving SOM and minimizing erosion. Selection of annual cover crops was based on seed costs, local seed availability, and familiarity to farmers. Based on this, suggested species including black oats (Avena strigosa), foxtail millet (Setaria italica), oat (Avena sativa), sudan grass (Sorghum × drummondii), and wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) were integrated into the existing vegetable crop rotations. Above-ground biomass accumulation by these cover crops ranged from 4.4 to 7.7 Mg ha−1. Where these cover crops were combined with additions of chicken manure, SOM content increased from roughly 2.1% to 2.7% within the first 2 years of the study (Rietberg 2008). Long-term (40 years) assessment of the cropping system performance using the ROTSOM model [based on the approach for modeling outlined by Yang and Janssen (2000)] SOM values upto 3.5% may be attained, depending on the cropping system, while in the absence of organic amendments, SOM declined to steadystate values around 1.7–1.8% (Rietberg 2008). Although the progress of the expansion of cover-crop-based systems in Uruguay still lags behind by that in Brazil, the proven benefits of such systems and the lack of cost-effective alternatives seem to create a situation that will favor their future use.



3.3.4 Interpretive Summary of Case Studies In general, the innovation of successful cover-crop-based systems has been relatively successful in Paraná and in Santa Catarina, but relatively unsuccessful in Florida. Attributes that appear to have facilitated the innovation processes in Paraná and Santa Catarina include:
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1. Active involvement by farmers in research and dissemination programs 2. Integration of cover crops into production systems without net loss of land or labor resources 3. Informing farmers of the (direct) benefits of cover-crop use 4. Provision of multiple benefits by cover crops 5. Sufficient access to information, inputs, and technologies required for covercrop use 6. Provision of skills and experience necessary to manage cover crops effectively In the case of Florida, many of these attributes have been absent. Unlike Florida, in Brazil, suitable cover-crops-based systems for small farms have been developed and successfully implemented in both row crops and vegetable production systems, zero-tillage equipment is readily available, and these technologies are fully integrated into standard production systems (Prado Wildner et al., 2004; Calegari 2003; Landers 2001). Moreover, as indicated before, Florida farmers tend to be more individualistic, may also develop their own technologies to develop a competitive edge, and may not be willing to share these with other farmers. In this region, innovation in cover-crop-based production systems may thus be required to reward of farmers for ecological services provided by cover crops. The growth of certified organic production in Florida and the USA in general may provide a successful example of such a reward. In this case, the US federal government created a labeling and certification standard that provided a reliable market “niche.” Within this market, consumers and producers have allowed to set price premiums that adequately reward producers for organic practices. However, provided that energy and fertilizer prices continue to rise, there may be a direct economic incentive for use of cover crops by conventional farmers as well, provided they will have access to suitable information and cost-effective technologies that can be integrated into their existing systems. In Canelones, the innovation of cover-crop-based systems remains in an early development stage. In this region, experiences in Paraná and Santa Catarina may provide appropriate development models for implementation of cover-crop-based systems. However, use of system analysis tools such as ROTAT may actually be critical to speed up to technology development and adaptation process since they can provide a systematic structure to streamline the exploration of viable covercrop-based alternatives to the existing conventional rotations. In this manner, land use options could be evaluated rather effectively, and a limited number of viable alternatives were then further refined during the on-farm testing and development stage. Farmer involvement and participation during system design and development of suitable management options varied from proactive to more passive assimilation of new technologies. Similar to Paraná and Santa Catarina, farmers who joined the project during its inception stage played a critical role during the technology adaptation and transfer processes, and their contributions seem to be invaluable to enhance the regional impact and momentum of technological innovations. Currently, pilot farmers have assumed ownership of new technologies and provided leadership during field demonstrations.
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3.4 Conclusion It is concluded that cover crops can contribute to resource conservation and may provide a viable production option for resource-limited production systems, provided they fit into underutilized niches in the existing agroecosystems. Based on experiences with functional networks within local farm communities (e.g., campesino-to-campesino system), efficient technology transfer of cover-crop-based systems may occur spontaneously with a minimum requirement of external intervention and/or support structures. This development model can foster local development in regions where traditional local social networks favor such an approach. However, in other regions, more extensive interventions may be needed. In this case, the use of co-innovation approach may provide a viable option since it integrates both “science-based intervention” with “farm-based” technology adaptation mechanisms. In this manner, current systems characteristics, challenges and constraints can be mapped out more effectively and models are being used to explore and design desirable development tracks. The use of simulation models to harness some of the complexity of agroecosystems is particularly relevant for cover-cropbased systems. Such an approach may greatly facilitate system design (e.g., development of suitable rotations), assessment of both short-term dynamics (e.g,. nutrient synchronization) and long-term impacts (e.g., SOM trends as effected by erosion), and exploration of different development scenarios, e.g., system performance under different climate change scenarios. Acknowledgments  This review was possible as part of international and interdisciplinary collaborations fostered by the EULACIAS program (http://www.eulacias.org/). This program was funded by the FP6-2004-INCO-DEV3-032387 project titled “Breaking the spiral of unsustainability in arid and semi-arid areas in Latin Americas using and ecosystems approach for coinnovation of farm livelihoods.” The authors also thank Boru Doughwaite for providing conceptual ideas that helped to structure parts of this review.
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Improving Bioavailability of Phosphate Rock for Organic Farming Anthony C. Edwards, Robin L. Walker, Phillip Maskell, Christine A. Watson, Robert M. Rees, Elizabeth A. Stockdale, and Oliver G.G. Knox



Abstract  The sustainable use of nutrients in agricultural food production represents a major emphasis for international research, and evidence that clearly demonstrates the imbalance between nutrient inputs and outputs exists. Nutrient surpluses exist and are most commonly associated with intensive livestock production and present a particular range of environmentally related issues. Nutrient deficiency can also develop, and organically managed systems highlight the difficulties that are involved in maintaining agronomically acceptable concentrations of soil phosphorus (P). A restricted range of P-containing sources, often having poor solubility, exacerbate these difficulties, and obvious benefits would arise if the availability could be “naturally” enhanced. Slow rates of phosphate rock (PR) solubilization under prevailing soil conditions reduce the general agronomic usefulness and potential benefits that any direct applications might provide. Being able to improve rates of dissolution through some control of the solubilization process would offer widespread potential advantages, particularly with respect to better matching patterns of P supply with crop demand. A variety of pre and postapplication opportunities exist to improve the solubility of rock phosphate. Some of these have particular relevance to organic agriculture where phosphate rock represents an important and acceptable “external” source of P. A range of post-application, farm management practices that include green manures and rotations using crops with favorable traits that improve P utilization have been successfully employed. Here, we emphazise pre-application techniques, especially the co-composting of phosphate rock with A.C. Edwards (*) Nether Backhill, Ardallie, Peterhead, AB42 5BQ, UK e-mail: [email protected]; [email protected] R.L. Walker and C.A. Watson SAC, Craibstone Estate, Bucksburn Aberdeen, AB21 9YA, UK P. Maskell, R.M. Rees, and O.G.G. Knox SAC, West Mains Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3JG, UK E.A. Stockdale Newcastle University, NE1 7RU, UK
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various organic by-product materials that include livestock manures and residual vegetable matter. A range of laboratory incubations have demonstrated the underlying mechanisms involved with solubilization. The significance of microbially induced production of organic acids and acidity during composting is particularly important in this respect. While co-composting with phosphate rock offers a great potential that could be developed for use at the individual farm scale, the key controlling factors and underlying mechanisms are far from being fully understood. A possible time sequence of reactions that might be envisaged include an initial production of protons and organic acids leading to the mineralogical dissolution and release of Ca and P, followed finally by an extended period during aging of the compost where secondary reactions appear to influence the form of P. The consequences of composting conditions and individual processes on immediate and longer-term bioavailability of P once field applied are still poorly defined. Keywords  Phosphate rock • composting • sustainability • nutrient use efficiency Abbreviations AM FYM K N P PSM SB 



arbuscular mycorrhizal farmyard manure potassium nitrogen phosphorus phosphate solubilizing micro-organisms sugar beet



4.1 Introduction There is a global requirement for increased food production, which must be achieved while also minimizing potential environmental impacts. Maintaining a balanced supply of the major plant nutrients is a central requirement of sustainable resource management, and maximizing nutrient use efficiency can help achieve this objective (Topp et  al. 2007). The sales of agricultural products from farms are inevitably associated with nutrient export that must be replaced through some combination of fertilizer and recycled by-products, for example, manures and crop residues, biological fixation and atmospheric deposition in the case of nitrogen (N), and geochemical release through mineral weathering and dissolution in the case of phosphorus (P) and potassium (K). An imbalance between nutrient offtake and inputs is a common feature of many global agricultural systems (Smaling et  al. 1999). Imbalances can take the form of large accumulated surpluses for N and P in intensive livestock (Domburg et al. 2000) and peri-urban (Khai et al. 2007) systems
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compared to deficits associated with less intensive and some organically managed agricultural systems (Watson et al. 2002). Links between the build-up of nutrient surpluses in terrestrial systems and an environmental impact, such as nutrient enrichment and eutrophication of aquatic ecosystems, are commonly assumed. Individual nutrient imbalances can give rise to a general inability to fully utilize other soil nutrients efficiently giving rise to an increased risk of loss and environmental impact. Increasing costs together with a greater general awareness of the energy and resource issues associated with the manufacture and use of fertilizer is shifting the emphasis towards a more sustainable use of nutrients (Kumar and Singh 2001). This has been given particular international emphasis as a result of the recent oil price increase. Placing a greater reliance on the recycling of organic waste is not straightforward. The variability in composition and uncertainty in nutrient bioavailability of recycled materials are important aspects making it difficult to balance inputs with removals for individual elements. The synchronization of nutrient supply and crop demand can also be more of a challenge when using nutrients sources with low solubility. The extent to which imbalances develop varies as a consequence of site-specific management and farm-related factors that include the type of material available for recycling together with farm enterprise and soil type. For example, systems that utilize manure for meeting crop N demand have the tendency to develop a P surplus (Nelson and Janke 2007) while legumes and associated biological fixation contribute only N. The narrower range of acceptable materials, and therefore general flexibility to manage nutrient availability, means these types of issues are particularly relevant for organic systems. Recent evidence of a declining trend suggests that maintaining an adequate soil P status is especially difficult. For example, soil sampled from five Norwegian organic dairy farms on two occasions (minimum 6 years apart) has demonstrated a general decline in P status (Løes and Øgaard 2001). While in this example most soils still retained an adequate agronomic P status, a negative P balance suggests that an external source of P will be required sometime in the future. Similar concerns over low soil P status have been raised for organically managed Ohio dairy and arable farms (Martin et al. 2007) and negative P balances for Swiss organic farms (Oehl et al. 2002). Increasing the practical options for improving the balance and availability of soil P is considered a priority within an organic management context while also having a general relevance to most agricultural systems (Stockdale et al. 2006). The general acceptability of phosphate rock (PR) for organic agriculture makes it an obvious choice for common use. However, a major disadvantage associated with direct use of phosphate rock is the limited range of situations where the combination of prevailing cropping systems and soil properties offer conditions that allow dissolution rates to match short-term crop P demand. It is evident that a need exists to be able to better manage phosphate rock dissolution and subsequent availability of P. An increasing range of management options that offer the potential to enhance the within field solubilization of phosphate rock avoiding the need for energy-intensive industrial processes involved in the production of soluble
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phosphate fertilizers are being explored. Here we review processes of solubilization relevant to organic agriculture giving particular emphasis to the co-composting of phosphate rock with various organic materials. Where possible some of the underlying mechanisms responsible are explored and areas requiring further investigation highlighted.



4.2 Direct Application of Phosphate Rock Potential deficits of P in organically managed systems can be offset through the use of materials acceptable within the organic standards (EEC 1976; 2007) which include a range of recycled composted vegetable matter and manures together with phosphate rock. Recommended application rates for phosphate rock are generally poorly defined. Typically large phosphate rock applications are used, often equivalent to three or more times expected annual crop removal (Scholefield et al. 1999) potentially increasing the environment risk of P loss occurring during surface soil erosion events. Poor water solubility of most phosphate rock also represents a major agronomic disadvantage in the short-term for many crops grown either on soils with low P status or for more P-demanding crops, such as potatoes. Comparisons of the agronomic effectiveness between direct applications of phosphate rock and triple super phosphate (TSP) have been more favorable where soil conditions favor phosphate rock dissolution, such as, temperate grasslands. A longterm comparison of large single applications of phosphate rock and TSP resulted in significantly greater herbage dry matter yields with the former; although when smaller annual amounts were compared TSP was superior to phosphate rock (Scholefield et al. 1999). Compiling a database of agronomic effectiveness for individual phosphate rock sources has advantages (Szilas et  al. 2007) which (i) make data accessible, (ii) permit a combined interpretation and allow drawing up conclusions with a wide scope and relevance, (iii) form a basis for assessing the suitability or otherwise of phosphate rock in different agroecological zones, and (iv) the database represents a valuable tool in the determination of research needs regarding utilization and the development of recommendation systems and would be useful to do within the present context. The direct application of phosphate rock is generally successfully used where (i) local sources represent an economically viable option, a situation often found in developing countries (Nishanth and Biswas 2008), (ii) properties of soil-cropping systems offer conditions favorable for dissolution of phosphate rock. Poor mineral solubility is a common property associated with many types of phosphate rock and particularly in soils with a pH greater than 5.5–6 (Khasawneh and Doll 1978). The three most important soil-related factors that influence the rate of dissolution of phosphate rock in soil are pH, P status, and Ca status (Robinson and Syers 1991). Sources of phosphate rock differ widely in mineralogy and composition that influences their dissolution patterns. For example, while the total P contents of various
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Table 4.1  A comparison of the total phosphorus (percent P) contents of various phosphate rock sources (source of data include Schnug et al. 2006 and FAO 2004). The proportion (%) of total P that is citric acid soluble is also shown Proportion (%) of total P Fertilizer Total P (%) extractable using citric acid Reference a Tilemsi (Africa) 12.2 29.7 Truong et al. 1978 Hahotoea (Africa) 15.5 19.1 Truong et al. 1978 Gafsaa (Africa) 13.2 37.8 Truong et al. 1978 North Carolina 13.0 15.8 FAO 2004 (USA)a 14.2 8.5 FAO 2004 Central Florida (USA)a Araxa (Brazil)b 16.2 3.5 FAO 2004 a b



Sedimentary Igneous



phosphate rocks might be similar (Table  4.1) the proportion which is citric acid soluble varies widely (35% of the total P). Various methods have been used to compare the relative effectiveness of individual phosphate rocks (Chien et  al. 1990). One popular approach has been to group according to the degree to which the phosphate component of apatite has been substituted by carbonate. Kpomblekou and Tabatabai (2003) compared dissolution properties of 12 phosphate rocks that had been grouped into low (Hahotoe, Kodjari, Parc W, Tahoua), medium (Central Florida, North Florida, Khourigba, Tilemsi Valley) and high (Gafsa, Minjingu, N. Carolina, Sechura) reactivity. The degree of substitution by carbonate has important implications for certain mechanisms described in later sections, which directly influence the rate of dissolution.



4.3 Improving P Utilization from Phosphate Rock Opportunities exist to improve utilization efficiency of phosphate rock through some combination of optimizing the conditions to increase phosphate rock dissolution rates, reduce the capacity of soil to fix/immobilize P or select crop traits that increase uptake/utilization efficiency of P. Here the emphasis is placed upon the first two aspects (dissolution rate and reduced fixation/immobilization) and an operational definition which enables those improvements to solubility that take place during either pre- or post-field application stages to be made (Fig. 4.1). One of the most common and widespread pre-treatments is a simple physical grinding to reduce the particle size (Kanabo and Gilkes 1988; Watkinson 1994) and increase surface area of rock phosphate, which can improve relative effectiveness by up to three times (Lim et  al. 2003). Van Straaten (2002) and Kpomblekou and Tabatabai (2003) listed several alternatives that have been used to increase P availability of phosphate rocks: (i) incorporation with various additives
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Direct application



Rock properties Mineralogy origin Chemical composition Particle size Pre-application treatments Mixing with agricultural ‘wastes’ e.g. silage bree or manure Composting/fermentation With or without microbial innoculants



Pre-application



Biological properties of soil/plant system Plant properties Cropping system, root morphology, exudation properties Microbiological inoculants P solubilizing bacteria/fungi, Mycorrhizal infection



Post-application Soil physical and chemical properties Physical aspects Soil texture, mineralogy, Chemical aspects pH, cation and anion exchange capacity, P status



Fig.  4.1  Schematic plan of the factors significantly influencing the dissolution, reactivity, and uptake of P derived from phosphate rock (PR). A major distinction is made between those factors which are likely to apply to either pre- or post-application situations



(e.g., Evans et al. 2006), (ii) partial acidulation of phosphate rock (e.g., Chien and Menon 1995), (iii) compaction of rock phosphate with water-soluble P fertilizers (e.g., Kpomblekou and Tabatabai 1994) and, (iv) microbial methods. The biologically mediated options for enhancing the agronomic effectiveness of phosphate rock have been recently summarized (FAO 2004) as (i) composting organic wastes with phosphate rock (phospho-composts); (ii) inoculation of seeds or seedlings with phosphorus-solubilizing microorganisms (fungi, bacteria, and actinobacteria); and (iii) the inclusion in the cropping system of crop genotypes that exhibit favorable root attributes (in terms of exudate production and soil exploration (Gahoonia and Nielsen 2004)), recently reviewed in White and Hammond (2008). The current focus upon exploring opportunities for improving the solubility of phosphate rock within organically managed systems means options (i) and (iv) listed above (often in combination) appear particularly relevant. Improved dissolution rates have been achieved by manipulating conditions during pre-application treatments, such as co-composting, which utilizes readily available organic materials together with specific microbial inoculants. Typically these biologically mediated decomposition processes provide the necessary conditions that enhance dissolution rates. A comparatively simple example described by Stamford et  al. (2007) involved the incubation of phosphate rock with elemental sulfur. Mixing phosphate rock and sulfur inoculated with Acidithiobacillus produced biofertilizers in field furrows. The requirement for Acidithiobacillus to be added in combination
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with sulfur to produce the necessary acidity resulted in six times the quantity of P solubilized than phosphate rock alone or phosphate rock plus sulfur (Stamford et al. 2007). There are also reports of the direct feeding of phosphate rock to livestock, although no advantage in terms of solubilizing P was apparent from supplementing feed for steers with phosphate rock (Odongo et al. 2007). The enrichment of organic waste products with minerals is of general interest in the development of sustainable farming. The co-application with on-farm organic materials such as farmyard manure (FYM) and crop residues has frequently been employed in developing countries and recently reviewed by Aery et al. (2006). The incubation of phosphate rock with various types of organic materials and their decomposition products offers potential for “low technology” widely adoptable solutions. There is also an added advantage of being able to incorporate minerals in addition to phosphate rock, such as mica to specifically increase the K content of composts (Nishanth and Biswas 2008). Dissolution rates and release patterns of P and K between the two mineral components differed. The range of processes that contribute to the modified conditions that favor the solubilization of phosphate rock are essentially similar within both pre- and post-application stages. Dissolution rates of most sedimentary phosphate rock can be improved through the combined act of increasing the supply of protons (H+) and the continuous removal of the reaction products of dissolution (e.g., Ca and P, Equation 4.1) from the dissolution zone (Khasawneh and Doll 1978). 



Ca10 (PO 4 )6F2 + 12H + ↔ 10Ca 2 + + 6H 2 PO 4− + 2F − 



(4.1)



Raising soil cation exchange capacity will increase the ability to remove Ca and can be achieved through application of organic amendments (Nying and Robinson 2006) and adopting management practices that favor the build-up of soil organic matter. The dissolution of calcareous material in the phosphate rock appears to follow two stages, an initial fast rate followed by a second slower stage (Sengul et al. 2006). An increase in the availability of soil P has also been attributed to the addition of organic matter with possible mechanisms include (i) competition for P adsorption sites; (ii) dissolution of adsorbents; and (iii) changes in the surface charge on adsorbents (Iyamuremye et al. 1996). The addition of specific organic acids were demonstrated to decrease soil P adsorption in the order tricarboxylic acid > dicarboxylic acid > monocarboxylic acid (Bolan et  al. 1994). Although short-lived in soils, their continual production makes the presence of these acids important (Jones 1998). Chemically induced changes in the rhizosphere that maximize P uptake through influencing bioavailability of soil inorganic P have been reviewed by Hinsinger (2001) and vary considerably with (i) plant species, (ii) plant nutritional status, and (iii) ambient soil conditions. Kpomblekou and Tabatabai (2003) suggested that “results from direct additions of phosphate rock to soil have been controversial’… ‘while only a limited amount of literature exists on chemical ways to increase P availability of phosphate rocks; on the other hand, biological means to increase available P of phosphate rocks are even more limited.”
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The solubilization of phosphatic compounds by naturally abundant phosphorus solubilizing microbes (PSM) appears to be a common attribute under in vitro conditions; the performance of PSM in situ has been contradictory. The underlying principle of the microbially mediated processing of natural phosphates is the production of organic acids that attack and dissolve the phosphates, converting the P to a bioavailable form. Organic acids (including succinic, citric, and formic) have been used for the industrial beneficiation (refinement) of phosphate rock through the selective removal of accessory minerals such as carbonates (Ashraf et  al. 2005). Ivanova et al. (2006) reported the optimization of the industrial process reacting Tunisian phosphorite solubilization with citric, oxalic, and gluconic acids in relation to the following main factors; the acid concentration, reaction time, ratio of solid/liquid phases, and natural phosphate fraction. The variability in the performance is restricting the large-scale direct application of PSM in sustainable agriculture and has been reviewed under a wide range of agro-ecological conditions by Khan et al. (2007). Potential technical solutions include those where conditions are optimized through biotechnological advances, such as selective screening for P solubilizing activity (e.g., Harris et  al. 2006), and molecular techniques including genetic modification (Rodriguez et  al. 2006). Commercially available products include JumpstartTM that contains Penicillium bilaiane, in which excretion of H+ and production of organic acid anions reduce Ca2+ activity in solution through complexation. Importantly this treatment can contribute to a short-term solution for P deficiency; it does lead to depletion of the soil P reserve and therefore does not replace the need for some external source of P (Takeda and Knight 2006).



4.3.1 Composting The objective of most pre-application incubations is to provide conditions that favor the production of acidity and/or chelators of cations (Ca, Al or Fe) (Banik and Dey 1982). Quantifying the individual significance of either mechanism is difficult although some partial insight was gained by Reyes et al. (2001) using a UV-induced mutant of Penicillium rugulosum, which had a greatly reduced capability to solubilize phosphate rock as it lacked the capability of secreting organic acids. There is a combined role for organic acids and acidity that are produced during the incubation; the actual significance is highly sensitive to the composition of phosphate rock used. Using closed laboratory incubation systems Kpomblekou and Tabatabai (2003) compared a range of organic acids, mono-carboxylic acids (glycolic, pyruvic and salicylic), di-carboxylic acids (oxalic, malonic, fumaric, and tartaric), and tri-carboxylic acids (cis-aconitic and citric) to solubilize P from 12 phosphate rocks. Generally the oxalic was most effective, but interestingly this was not the situation for high reactive phosphate rock. Average amounts of P released by all organic acids were 65.5, 55.1, and 11.1 mmol kg−1 for low, medium, and high reactivity phosphate rocks respectively. There was a negative correlation with equilibrium pH and a positive one with Ca released. The following trend, from strongest
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to weakest: citrate>oxalate >tartarate>malate>HCl has been suggested by Johnston (1959) and Johnston and Miller (1959). Struthers and Seiling (1960) found citric, oxalic, butyric, malonic, and lactic acid to be effective in increasing P availability. Importantly, many of these laboratory-based incubation systems because they are physically isolated, differ from what might be expected under more open and dynamic field conditions. The dynamic situation where mixed organic acids are continuously produced and utilized resulting in highly variable concentrations is difficult to mimic in the laboratory. It has been suggested that currently unidentified P-solubilizing compound(s) (molecular weight > 500 Da) may be responsible for the partial P solubilization (Chuang et al. 2007). Singh and Amberger (1998) reported the presence of glycolic, oxaloacetic, succinic, fumaric, malic, tartaric, and citric acids in a water extract of a wheat-straw based compost. These authors made the important observation that initial (up to 30 days) organic acid concentrations were very high and resulted in greater rates of phosphate rock solubilization; this was followed by a rapid decline, reaching negligible amounts after 120 days of composting. The importance of a balanced general nutrient availability was also demonstrated; addition of N increased the production of all the listed organic acids and therefore the overall effectiveness of dissolution. It is clear therefore that the production of reactive organic acids can be high, but their general persistence is largely dependent on the type and properties of organic composted material together with its anaerobic decomposition state (Estaun et al. 1985; Gotoh and Onikura 1971). In mature compost many of these organic acids are likely to be present only in trace amounts. Several of these acids are also phyto-toxic and immature compost may be detrimental to germinating seeds, seedlings, and young plants (De Vleeschauwer et al. 1981). Sundberg and Jönsson (2005) studied the composting process and conditions under which production of organic acids, mainly lactic and acetic acid, are frequently produced during initial microbial degradation of food waste, in a process that reduces the pH to 4–5. This acid-producing process has been observed during storage and collection of waste (Eklind et al. 1997) and during the initial phase of batch composting (Day et al. 1998). During successful composting, the acids are decomposed and pH increases (Day et  al. 1998). Bangar et  al. (1985) reported the capability of Na-humate to solubilize Mussoorie, a sedimentary phosphate rock, and their significance as chelating agents during composting. Similarly, Satisha and Devarajan (2005) demonstrated the significant role of humic and fulvic acids for chelating Ca and retaining P during composting of a sugarcane residue with Mussoorie phosphate rock. Some of the reason for the conflicting findings may be explained by differences in phosphate rock properties. For example, Minjingu phosphate rock (Ikerra et al. 2006) or Busumbu phosphate rock (Savini et  al. 2006) mixed with a similar Tithonia-based green manure, showed different results. While the former phosphate rock showed a positive dissolution effect of the combination no enhanced effectiveness was observed in the latter case. Poor dissolution rates and limited subsequent plant P uptake from Busumbu phosphate rock may have been related to its high Fe content. Some evidence of a selective action of organic acids on individual
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phosphate rock types exists and was well demonstrated by Reyes et al. (2001) who suggested a difference in action between citric and gluconic acids released by mutant strains of P. rugulosum with individual fungi showing a phosphate rock type preference for growth. Similarly, Chuang et al. (2007) demonstrated differences in organic acid effectiveness between various types of phosphate rock: gluconic acid was predominantly produced in the presence of Ca–P, whereas oxalic acid predominated with Fe–P and Al–P associated phosphate rock. General differences in the complexing capabilities of organic acids was reported by Hue et  al. (1986) who found that the Al3+ detoxifying capacities of organic acids (and by inference Al3+ chelating ability) were correlated with the relative positions of hydroxyl and carboxylic groups on their main carbon chain. Many effective chelators of Al3+ had hydroxyl groups adjacent to carboxylic groups (i.e., a-hydroxy acid structures), positions that favored the formation of stable 5-bond ring structures with Al3+. Gluconic acid has a hydroxyl acid structure and is able to chelate Al3+ and to a lesser extent, Ca2+ and Fe3+.



4.4 Composting Conditions The type of organic acids produced during the composting process represents a potentially important attribute that can be used to enhance phosphate rock solubility. There is scope to modify the composting process through some combination of altering the composting/fermentation conditions and/or addition of specific microbial inocula. In reality, manipulating conditions in a controlled and reproducible way in order to regulate decomposition reactions can prove difficult. The chemical composition or quality of plant residues, as an important regulator of the decomposition system, controls the production of P-solubilizing compounds (Oladeji et al. 2006). The inocula that have been used vary widely (see Table 4.2) but the general mechanism involved appears to be related to organic acid production. Many isolates are selected from soil and therefore may not be adapted to composting conditions. Five strains that were isolated from various composted materials (including farm waste and rice straw), Enterobacter cloacae EB 27, Serratia marcescens EB 67, Serratia sp. EB 75, Pseudomonas sp. CDB 35, and Pseudomonas sp. BWB 21, showed gluconic acid production and solubilized phosphate rock when added to a broth (Hameeda et al. 2006). The mechanism seemed to include a reduction in pH and a direct correlation between production of gluconic acid and phosphate rock dissolution. Zayed and Abdel-Motaal (2005) demonstrated the benefits of using a phosphate-dissolving fungal strain (A. niger) in addition to a cellulose-degrading one (Trichoderma viride) added in combination to a mixture of sugarcane residue (one of the largest agro-industrial byproducts in Egypt) and farmyard manure (FYM) that not only improved the fermentation process but also compost quality and the solubilization of phosphate rock measured subsequently using a pot experiment. Acidic conditions (pH 4–5) at the end of the experiment were obtained in all piles receiving A. niger and there was a correlation between the amounts of soluble
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Table 4.2  A summary of the literature and experimental conditions employed to test the potential for improving availability of phosphate rock (PR) prior to any field application Exp. Phosphate rock Particle Reference Amendments Country details type/source size Test crop Inocula Livestock wastes Alloush 2003 Cattle manure USA Linc, p NC and Syrian Switch Penicillium spp grass Zayed and AbdelCattle manure plus SB Egypt Lp 100 g kg−1, w/w Broad Aspergillus niger Motaal 2005 beans or Trichoderma viride Agyin-Birikorang Poultry manure West p Togo PR Maize et al. 2007 Africa Mahimairaja et al. Composted with poultry Linc 1995 manure India Linc Mussourie RP Included Bangar et al. 1985 Farm wastes, cattle (8.1 %P) CaCO3 dung, soil, and well decomposed compost Crop Residues Egypt Lp, ni added at100 Zayed and AbdelRice straw and compost, Cowpea A. niger and g kg−1(dw) Motaal 2005 fermentation for 106 T. viride days, turned every 15 days Caravaca et al. 2004 SB Spain F Morocco (12.8% 
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